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Chapter 1961 - Stupefied 

Number Two Under Heaven revived, widening its large bronze eyes, staring at Shi Hao just like that. 

The medicine was effective, really saving an immortal king. 

However, who was this? Why did it recognize Shi Hao? Shi Hao wasn’t the only one who wanted to 

know, everyone else was also staring at it. 

Number Two Under Heaven was originally an important bloodline, one who could contend against the 

True Dragon, only losing by half a move. It was tyrannical beyond compare, definitely an immortal king. 

When it was dizzy, just by opening its eyes, killing intent would surge. The dragon eyes flickered with 

heart raising radiance. 

However now, no matter how they looked at it, that look wasn’t quite right. When it looked at Shi Hao, 

it actually released a hollow laugh, giving off a bit of a wretched feeling. 

“Who are you?” Shi Hao took two steps backwards, because after saving this fella, his expression really 

wasn’t right, making him produce goosebumps. 

“It’s me! You actually even forgot me?!” Number Two Under Heaven was furious. 

With a shua sound, Shi Hao broke out into a layer of goosebumps, really wanting to say ‘where did this 

bastard come from’? Can you not act so close, it’s not like you’re female! 

“You don’t even recognize this old one?” Number Two Under Heaven glared at him, white smoke 

coming out of its mouth and nose. It was a dragon race, so this looked especially terrifying. 

If it wasn’t for Shi Hao and Pan King suppressing this place, everyone else might not be able to take it. 

Shi Hao felt like this fella was too familiar, that expression too wretched. The more he looked at it, the 

more it seemed like one of those two. 

“You are one of those two old things?” Shi Hao asked probingly. 

“Brat, what kind of words are those?” Number Two Under Heaven glared at him. 

Shi Hao really was stunned. He never expected Number Two Under Heaven had this type of 

‘extraordinary background’, it was too shocking. He was completely stupefied, lost for words. 

Who would have imagined that this mighty primitive Dragon Clan would have this type of background, 

leaving him stunned. 

“Senior, your respected self is?” The Heavenly Horned Ant asked. 

“May I ask senior for your great name?” The Crimson Dragon also seriously asked for guidance. 

They still hadn’t guessed at its identity, both of them confused. 
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“Didn’t you all like to call me Bird Grandpa?” Number Two Under Heaven slowly got up, stretching out 

its muscles, rubbing its head, cursing out, saying, “Someone even dares stab this great one’s head with a 

spear, bastards!” 

“It was you, that old thing?!” The Heavenly Horned Ant and Crimson Dragon both cried out at the same 

time. 

They finally knew Number Two Under Heaven’s identity. It was Void God Realm’s Bird Grandpa, this 

result leaving them stupefied, really hard to accept, hard to believe. 

How fierce was Number Two Under Heaven? He was an immortal king whose might dominated the 

world, someone who dared face unmatched experts. 

However, Bird Grandpa was normally giggling and laughing, not putting on a proper appearance at all, 

how could others associate these two together, think that they were the same creature?! 

“It was that old thing?!” 

Mu Qing, the Divine Striking Stone and others were all stunned, crying out strangely. When they found 

out who it was, they were all a bit stupefied. 

The fierce Number Two Under Heaven was actually that vulgar Bird Grandpa! 

“A dragon with wings, really is… a bird!” At this time, Princess Yao Yue, Tuogu Yulong, Chang Gongyan 

and others all couldn’t help but mutter. They also headed into the lower realms, entered the path of 

Void God Realm and thus naturally met those two old fellas. 

“What kind of words are those?” Number Two Under Heaven glared out. 

Those people immediately became silent. The identity of the immortal king was actually this old fella, it 

was too unexpected. 

However, soon afterwards, everyone became happy again. They indeed shared a special type of feeling 

with this old fella. It had already been many years since they met, so they still shared many good 

memories. 

This was especially when it was an immortal king, moreover someone they knew, there wouldn’t be any 

misunderstandings with Shi Hao. They can walk together in a friendly manner, so this really was 

strengthening Imperial Court. 

“Haha, this really is something to be happy about!” Some people roared with laughter, continuously 

coming up, paying their respects to Bird Grandpa. Even though it was an immortal king, these people 

didn’t fear him at all. 

Everyone was really happy, truly not feeling any pressure, extremely close to each other. In the future, 

the fact that they had this type of immortal king on their side really was too great. 

At this time, Shi Hao gave the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist a pill medicine. Previously, he didn’t carry 

too many hopes towards it, because the amount of primordial spirit imprints that were left were too 

few, almost negligible, but now, it was different. He inwardly felt a bit of expectations. 



At this time, it was flowing with brilliant lights, scripture noises endless, ringing through this place. 

The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist’s forehead shone, many streaks of light gathering from all directions, 

entering his body. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, Immortal Domain’s realm wall was smashed through again. A streak of blazing divine rainbow 

flew over, directly entering the Ecliptic Daoist’s head, making his aura immediately become strong. 

Everyone sensed that an immortal king was waking up, his primordial spirit returning! 

With a shua sound, he opened his eyes, pupils releasing two streaks of intimidating golden light, mighty 

and tyrannical. This made everyone shiver inwardly. 

Crimson Dragon, Divine Striking Stone, Mu Qing and the others all closed their mouths, staring at this 

terrifying immortal king. 

“Why are you all looking at me like this?” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist spoke. 

The vicious expression in its eyes gradually faded, revealing a strange expression. Its eyes were no longer 

horrifying, instead a bit familiar. 

“Who is your respected self?” The Crimson Dragon was stuttering. Just now, when its eyes swept over 

him, his soul almost froze. 

“You all normally call me Coin Elder right? Why are you so shy now?” The daoist said, revealing a smile, 

also carrying that bit of playful secular world feeling. 

“What? Coin Elder?” 

“It was that old thing!” 

“Heavens, I feel like this world is going crazy!” 

… 

A group of people cried out strangely, just too surprised. It was actually really Coin Elder, appearing with 

Bird Grandpa. This left them too speechless, none of them ever guessing this. 

Forget about others, even Shi Hao himself felt a bit light-headed. He had some suspicions before, but 

who would have thought that it was actually this result? 

These two vicious beings, why did they end up matching with Void God Realm’s two old fellas? He felt a 

bit dizzy. 

“Congratulations for dao friends returning to your flourishing periods!” Pan King and Hunyuan Immortal 

King spoke, congratulating the two great experts. 

When Number Two Under Heaven and Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist heard this, they became serious, 

nodding and returning the two immortal kings’ greetings. 

They all met before, knowing who each other were! 



“How could it be you two?” Even though Shi Hao always thought about these two elders in Void God 

Realm, he really was too shocked right now. 

“Why can’t it be us two?” The two experts were both smiling. 

When they were in Void God Realm, they were confused, forgetting the past. It was because they left 

their original bodies for too long, a whole great era passing. 

Now, they returned, moreover received the nourishment of an unmatched immortal pill, completely 

recovering. They naturally remembered the events of the past, understanding what happened. 

“I guess that also makes sense. Why can’t it be you two? This is how it should be.” Shi Hao nodded, a bit 

embarrassed. 

A long time ago, these two old fellas already told him about their secrets, saying they originally weren’t 

from Void God Realm, that their true bodies were in the outside world. 

Now, it seemed like some clues really pointed at them. 

Number Two Under Heaven was in Heavenly Beast Forest, Ecliptic Gold Daoist was in Divine Medicine 

Mountain Range, the two close to each other, both of them outside Desolate Border, basically from the 

same place. 

The two experts were both empty shells! 

Shi Hao accepted it and then he felt overjoyed. He was close to these two, and now that they could 

reunite like this, it could be considered the best arrangements of heaven. 

“Only today did I realize who I am.” Coin Elder said. 

The two had spent too much time in Void God Realm, guarding that Darkness Prison. In the end, they 

were corroded themselves, their consciousness suffering problems, forgetting too much. 

“In the last great era, we suffered disaster, our primordial spirits unexpectedly entering Void God Realm. 

Who would have thought that we would still see the light of day again.” Number Two Under Heaven said 

with a light sigh. 

“Who would have expected this type of immortal pill really could save you guys.” Shi Hao said. 

When they learned what kind of pill medicine it was, Number Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic 

Immortal Gold Daoist were both stunned. The legendary unrivalled pill medicines from the Age of 

Emperor Collapse actually appeared again. 

The two naturally heard of Three Life Medicines before, both of them immediately feeling all types of 

emotions. They actually squandered this type of heaven-defying pill medicine! 

“This pill medicine is extremely extraordinary. We were wandering about Realm Sea, but our primordial 

spirits seemed to have received some type of summoning, and then we pierced through the realm wall 

and hurried back.” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist said. 



The two explained their experiences in detail, after verifying it with each other, this so-called ancient pill 

recipe from the Age of Emperor Collapse really was mysterious. It wasn’t only the effect of the medicine, 

there were also incantations stored within that called back their primordial spirits. 

Shi Hao understood. He had previously infused many mysterious symbols into the pill medicine, 

following the pill recipe. There was actually this type of effect of summoning the soul. 

After Shi Hao, Pan King, Hunyuan Immortal King, Number Two Under Heaven and the others’ joint 

analysis, they understood some of the ancient pill medicine’s range of effects. 

The flesh had to still be in this world to summon the soul. Of course, the most important part was that 

there had to be many primordial spirit fragments still alive, scattered across the world. 

Number Two Under Heaven and Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist, the main thing was that their primordial 

spirits never scattered, always existed, that was why their revival went so smoothly. 

When they deduced these things, Shi Hao was still unresigned. He wanted to revive the restricted region 

lord, wanted him to reappear in this world! 

“There is no need. I’ve already passed away an endless amount of time ago, now, there is only a bit of 

remnant thoughts.” The restricted region lord was unaffected, not minding it at all. 

However, Shi Hao still couldn’t accept it. He was determined that even if he had to waste a pill, he had 

to give it a try. The restricted region lord, crystal skull and the other old monsters had fought for him 

without any regard for their own lives, almost completely scattering because of Aocheng and the others. 

How could he forget this type of gratitude? 

Even though the restricted region lord was opposed to it, Shi Hao forcefully refined a pill medicine to 

nurture him! 

In the end, there were some lights that flew over, entering the restricted region lord’s snow-white skull. 

His figure became a bit more clear, his aura actually becoming much more powerful! 

However, that was all, there were no other changes. 

The restricted region lord was stronger than before, obtaining some more life force, but still couldn’t be 

considered revived from the grave, only gathering some soul imprints that were scattered in this world. 

He couldn’t revive! 

“This is fine, proving that there are some effects. One day, when I am strong enough, things might take a 

turn for the better!” Shi Hao didn’t feel dejected, instead becoming full of confidence. 

Everyone knew what the strong enough he was talking about was, what kind of cultivation realm this 

represented. Now, he was already an immortal king giant, so if he improved further, he would become 

an emperor! 

Then, Shi Hao respectively refined a world shocking ancient pill for the crystal skull, golden arm bone 

and bleeding eyeball, nourishing them one by one. 



Even Pan King and Hunyuan Immortal King’s mouths twitched when they saw this. In their opinion, this 

was just too extravagant. Those people couldn’t be saved at all, yet these ancient pills were still being 

squandered. 

Those old monsters all refused, not wishing for him to waste the pills like this. 

However, Shi Hao insisted. He had his own considerations, saying, “Your imprints are now stronger, 

states better than before. This is already enough!” 

Shi Hao knew that even though these old monsters didn’t truly revive, their auras and other parts 

became stronger, having more life force than before. 

This was hope. Shi Hao felt like they might truly be able to revive one day. 

In this region, cheers sounded, everyone congratulating excitedly. 

Two great immortal kings returned, this was a huge matter that left everyone excited. 

“Is Huang trying to defy the heavens? He refined this type of unmatched immortal pill, rescuing two 

dead people, it really is inconceivable.” 

“So powerful! Even the pill recipes from the Age of Emperor Collapse can be refined, this is too world 

shocking!” 

Many people felt shocked! 

Shi Hao also had Huo Linger eat it. The pill medicine was heaven-defying, yet in the end, there were no 

effects. It was still the darkness Huo Ling’er, the original primordial spirit not returning. 

“Why did Void God Realm break?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Realm Sea’s creatures attacked Void God Realm, making that place explode. For the sake of releasing 

the creatures in the Darkness Prison, they are willing to do anything.” 

“Did you two return from Realm Sea?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Indeed, we returned from Realm Sea. We almost lost ourselves there.” Number Two Under Heaven 

sighed. 

At the same time, it was furious. Back then, someone broke open Void God Realm, forcefully bringing 

away those suppressed souls, entering Realm Sea. 

“Who is it that dares destroy Void God Realm? I will go and pay him a visit!” Shi Hao said, wishing to 

enter Realm Sea. Now that there were two more immortal kings, there was enough power to protect 

Imperial Court. 

He didn’t have to worry anymore. He could do what he wished at ease, enter the Realm Sea and head to 

the very depths. 

He wanted to see what there was at the very end of the darkness. 

He wanted to find Willow Deity and the little pagoda. They entered Realm Sea a long time ago, even 

now, there was no information from them. This made him feel extremely anxious. 



Shi Hao was preparing to enter Realm Sea! 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1962 

- Huang’s Power 

“Back then, there were definitely immortal kings who colluded, triggering Void God Realm’s destruction, 

ending up in the prison being exposed, drawing in attacks from powerful enemies.” 

Number Two Under Heaven, who was also the past Bird Grandpa, said. At this time, when his eyes 

opened and closed, a great fierce expression could be seen, killing intent surging. 

Now, it already left Immortal Domain with Shi Hao and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist. 

Realm Sea was a grand and majestic place, vast and boundless. Shi Hao stood on the dam, gazing into 

the distance. It was dusky and overcast, mist surging, extending further than the eye could see. 

Following at his side were Number Two Under Heaven and the dazzling golden daoist. These two old 

immortal kings were incredibly powerful. 

This wasn’t the first time Shi Hao came, he previously entered deeply into the Realm Sea, killed kings 

and returned while carrying their heads. 

Now, he came again, not feeling any fear, preparing to stir up heaven reaching waves. Number Two 

Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist charged in together with him to subdue enemies. 

Simply speaking, the two fellas wanted revenge. After all these years, they almost lost themselves in 

Realm Sea, about to fall just like that. 

The origins of those creatures who were originally suppressed in the prison was extremely great! 

Among them, there were some stone people who were suppressed in temples, wrapped around under 

chains. They even posed a set amount of threat to Shi Hao. 

It was because they were previously kings in Immortal Domain! 

“Immortal kings, they became stone people?” Shi Hao stood on the dam, gazing into Realm Sea, his 

expression becoming increasingly cold. 

“No, the stone people there were merely the petrification caused by the suppression of the primordial 

spirit. Otherwise, how could Void God Realm subdue them?” Number Two Under Heaven shook its 

head. 

It was someone from the Dragon Clan. On the dam, the voice it released was extremely loud, producing 

great waves. 

Then, the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist also spoke, revealing some secrets. 

Those kings previously had great reputations in Immortal Domain, their strength astonishing, but they 

fell into darkness, completely corroded by darkness matter. 

That year, that was a great matter that left all sides shocked. 
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Their backgrounds were extremely great. They threw themselves into the darkness, attacking Immortal 

Domain together with enemies, the damage they inflicted unimaginable. 

In the end, Immortal Domain’s giants took action, suppressing them, locking up their primordial spirits, 

suppressing them in Void God Realm. They were petrified, unable to struggle free. 

Under their hands, there were dozens of divine generals and war martial personnel that were also 

suppressed, their primordial spirits sealed in the tile containers, also sent into Void God Realm. 

This was the background of those people! 

It was because the past Immortal Domain’s kings also obtained contributions before, they couldn’t be 

directly killed. There were still those who hoped to awaken them one day, save them, so that was why 

they weren’t directly destroyed. 

There was actually this kind of story! 

Shi Hao’s eyes were deep. He began to move, entering Realm Sea! 

Number Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist followed him, both of them 

continuing forward, precisely to settle this karma. 

“There are also rumors stating that among those suppressed, there are some who know about Origin 

Ancient Artifact’s secrets. There were people who wanted to find out these secrets, so that was why 

they weren’t killed.” Number Two Under Heaven, who was also Bird Grandpa, said it like this, his large 

bronze eyes full of killing intent. 

Great waves surged in Realm Sea, each wave a ruined world, carrying the aura of endless years. This 

place was too mysterious. 

Shi Hao’s group moved on the waves, this process was like crossing different words, walking on 

countless ruined worlds. These were worlds that appeared countless great eras ago. 

A pair of scarlet red eyes appeared in the distant darkness, sinister and horrifying as they stared over, as 

if it wanted to pounce over and devour them. 

“Another creature who lost its soul.” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist said with a sigh. 

In this Realm Sea, there were who knew how many experts that had lost themselves, only their killing 

intent left behind, no longer their past selves. 

Roar! 

Number Two Under Heaven roared out, the draconic cry resounding through the skies, stirring on 

heaven reaching waves, shaking up Realm Sea. Those scarlet eyes vanished from the darkness. 

Even though those creatures also lost their rationality, they still knew if an enemy was strong or weak, 

coming from their instincts, so they withdrew just like that. 

Hong! 



However, in the end, there were still creatures who couldn’t help but take action. A great claw reached 

out, covering the heavens. 

Peng! 

Number Two Under Heaven was ruthless in its actions, tearing off that large claw, a rain of blood 

pouring down. A massive creature whose entire body was covered in scales fled into the depths of 

Realm Sea. However, half its body was cracking, breaking apart to pieces. 

“One of the best among undying beings!” 

In Realm Sea, there were true immortals and undying beings, not only kings who dared enter. There 

were creatures of other cultivation realms who came, but normally speaking, their endings were all 

rather pitiable. 

Several days later, the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist rose into the sky, gazing into the Realm Sea ahead. 

He stood still, not moving, seeing his objective. 

There was an expanse of islands scattered all over the place, rather conspicuous in this sea. There were 

lumps of flames flickering about with incredible brilliance. 

There were powerful individuals seated here. These were their primordial spirit flames, lightning up this 

place, there were clearly kings among them! 

Shi Hao sensed a familiar aura. It was those creatures after all. They previously faced each other in Void 

God Realm’s prison, fought with each other. 

Hou! 

Number Two Under Heaven released a draconic roar, making heaven and earth tremble. 

At this level, there was no need to hide anything. Even with millions and millions of li between them, 

they would sense each other, there was no way of avoiding this. 

On the other side, two creatures suddenly opened their eyes, releasing king brilliance. There was 

lightning that flew out from within their pupils, sharp and dazzling, staring at Bird Grandpa and Coin 

Elder. 

“Old things, you two are actually still alive, daring to appear here!” On the other side, the two kings said 

coldly, their bodies carrying strong darkness aura. 

Shi Hao was sure that these two were precisely the stone statues from before, the ones suppressed in 

that palace. The auras were definitely the same, back then, they were bound firmly under chains of 

order. 

“Where are the others?” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist shouted. 

There were definitely more than just the two of them back then, several actually. They were all 

suppressed, their primordial spirits becoming stone statues. Now, there were only two great experts 

left. 



Of course, there were quite a few war generals of other cultivation levels at their sides that were glaring 

like tigers. They were all previously sealed in the tile jars, now recovering their freedom. 

“Who rescued you all? Where are the others?” Number Two Under Heaven asked. 

The two kings laughed coldly, unconcerned, “Coming here like this to eliminate us like this, don’t you 

think of yourselves as too arrogant? Realm Sea has long been overturned, it is no longer the Realm Sea 

you all have imagined.” 

The two great creatures took the initiative to make their moves, pressing towards Bird Grandpa and 

Coin Elder. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao took action. He didn’t want to waste any time, going all out to attack these two great kings. 

“Giant?” As soon as he took action, these two immortal kings who released darkness matter from their 

bodies were horrified, their expressions changing, unable to help but go all out, frantically fighting for 

their lives. 

“We’re leaving!” 

They fought with everything they had, not hesitating to break apart their bodies. Immortal king blood 

scattered everywhere, carrying darkness attribute, corroding Shi Hao, Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder, 

forcing them to avoid it. 

The two great experts used this chance to escape! 

Pu! 

Shi Hao’s large hand moved out across this region. Many war generals were covered, turning into blasts 

of bloody mist. All of the creatures previously sealed in the tile containers were killed. 

Peng! 

At the same time, his large hand moved across the darkness rain of blood, immediately grabbing a 

creature’s primordial spirit, immediately suppressing it. 

“Speak!” Shi Hao shouted. 

That immortal king didn’t feel any fear, still sneering as it said, “In these past hundreds of thousands of 

years, Realm Sea has long merged, forming waves of powers, yet you all still rashly charged in. This is 

just courting death!” 

“It seems like your primordial spirit is still fine, the same all this time. Were you truly corroded by 

darkness?” Shi Hao said coldly. 

“Haha, you thought we were corroded by the darkness matter and that’s why we fell into darkness? 

How laughable. There were some of us who were darkness creatures to begin with, just that we always 

remained hidden in Immortal Domain, you all not noticing. Haha…” He roared with laughter. 



These words immediately made Shi Hao, Number Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold 

Daoist feel a wave of icy coldness. The darkness’ power had long permeated into Immortal Domain? 

Back then, the so-called darkness corrosion wasn’t the truth. There were some creatures that were 

darkness creatures to begin with? 

This was definitely not good news, but rather extremely terrible! 

As darkness creatures, why didn’t Immortal Domain’s kings sense anything. Could they not detect 

anything? 

“Since I dare say these things, then I naturally don’t have any fear. In this age, Immortal Domain and 

other realms are all going to be destroyed and returned to darkness, become the land of eternity!” 

“Darkness will be everywhere!” 

“Darkness is the place of return of all the heavens!” 

This creature looked like it was mad, screaming and roaring out. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao suppressed and killed this primordial spirit, but it recombined again! 

“Die!” 

Shi Hao roared out. Above him, there was a sphere of light that was incomparably dazzling, lighting up 

the darkness. That seated little figure brandished a fist imprint, smashing over murderously. 

Dazzling divine rainbow light erupted, illuminating Realm Sea, tearing through the darkness, completely 

killing that darkness creature’s primordial spirit! 

Deity Three Feet Above the Head! 

This was Shi Hao’s sixth great secret realm. At this time, it actually displayed this type of power, killing 

an immortal king within such a short amount of time. 

“Youngster, you don’t need to suppress and then slowly refine an immortal king, you can just directly kill 

them?” Number Two Under Heaven was shocked. 

“Once giants reach a certain level, they will obtain these types of methods sooner or later. Moreover, I 

naturally don’t fear the darkness.” Shi Hao said. 

Now, his body’s six great realms became more and more resplendent, displaying secret technique power 

that surpassed the past. This was the result of body as a seed, of his potential continuously being 

unearthed. 

“Your methods really aren’t ordinary!” 

“It should be said that this type of system is too heaven-defying!” 

The two elders said in praise. 



“Do you all wish to use it as reference?” Shi Hao asked. He passed on some secrets, telling them about 

the six great secret realms’ cultivation method. The battle in the future was too miserable, the more 

powerful those at his side were, the better. 

The two elders were moved. After carefully examining it, they were incredibly shocked. This type of 

system had a great toppling effect, making them reveal complex expressions. 

The two felt that Shi Hao had a chance to use this in reaching an even higher level. 

In the past, when several creatures joined hands to create Immortal Ancient methods, they almost 

broke through the king realm. Meanwhile, was Shi Hao going to truly succeed? The two elders were 

both inwardly hopeful. 

“The other darkness creature won’t truly escape, right?” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist warned. 

“He won’t be able to get away!” Shi Hao said. 

At their level, even if they were separated by millions and millions of li, they could still sense each other. 

Even though Realm Sea was large, almost limitless, that creature was still within his realm of perception. 

Chi! 

Above Shi Hao’s head sat a little figure wrapped within light. It suddenly opened its eyes, releasing a 

great roar. Its hands formed imprints, producing a chopstick length spear. 

Chi! 

It thrusted out fiercely. This was an immortal spear formed from the essence of Shi Hao’s great realms, 

the core of his dao skills. 

Then, it flew out just like that, nothing able to stop it. It surpassed the restrictions of time, accompanied 

by the power of time and the laws of space. 

Pu! 

That immortal spear arrived from behind, flung out by the little figure three feet above Shi Hao’s head, 

piercing through that fleeing creature’s primordial spirit! 

Ah… 

A miserable scream sounded. That creature was impaled! 

However, he still didn’t completely die. Only when Shi Hao hurried over, was he completely killed. 

“These types of methods are too terrifying. You are not only at the very top of Immortal Domain, you 

can be considered a giant even in Realm Sea, enough to be comparable to the Butcher and others.” 

The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist said with a serious expression. He never expected Shi Hao to be this 

powerful! 

“I want to know the various mysteries of Realm Sea. Do you all know about them?” Shi Hao asked. 



Now, many things pointed towards Realm Sea. He wanted to understand, wanted to get to the bottom 

of it all. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1963 

- The Most Terrifying and Chaotic Cause 

“Regarding Realm Sea, there is no need for us to explain what kind of substance this place is made of 

further. Being here right now definitely gives you the most direct observation.” The Ecliptic Immortal 

Gold Daoist said. 

Realm Sea was formed from piled up ruined worlds, at the same time carrying the power of time. This 

place looked like a sea, but it was actually extremely strange, extremely terrifying. 

Shi Hao listened carefully. Even though he had all types of suspicions, there were some things that he 

still didn’t understand thoroughly enough. 

“In the end, all sin and chaos are on the other end of this sea.” Number Two Under Heaven said with a 

sigh. 

It was because from the past until now, generation after generation of creatures crossed the sea, 

wishing to reach the other end, producing all types of disputes and great battles from this. 

“Saying things like this isn’t right either, all chaos and disorder arise from the heart.” The Ecliptic 

Immortal Gold Daoist said with a light sigh. 

These were two old kings, they understood many secrets. As they watched the rising and falling sea, as 

well as the terrifying primordial symbol lights that surged from time to time, they all felt too many 

emotions. 

At the end of the Realm Sea, there was a Land of Darkness. Past that might be the ultimate secret. That 

was why countless creatures advanced wave upon wave, wishing to cross this sea. 

Immortal Domain, the creatures of the Nine Heavens and others, there were some people who really 

were mighty, wishing to quell the chaos from the source. 

In those experts’ perspective, all of the chaos rose from the darkness. Only by reaching that ultimate 

destination will there be a chance of settling the most basic problem. 

It was because they discovered that even the foreign realm was created from darkness. 

In the other side, there were undying kings and even ultra evolved beings who were corroded by 

darkness, and only then did they reach the highest peak. 

In reality, Immortal Domain’s giants also seized more than a single ordinary undying king. After carefully 

examining them, they found darkness traces even within their bodies. 

It could be said that the entire foreign realm was the descendant of the Land of Darkness! 

There were many clues that proved that the foreign realm’s ancestors were all darkness corroded 

creatures. 
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“Apart from wishing to quell the source of disaster and powerful creatures, even more people want to 

search for natural luck, wish to become even stronger!” 

Number Two Under Heaven said with a grave expression. Moreover, this was the ‘mainstream’, there 

really were too many people like this. 

From past until now, the creatures that belonged to the ‘mainstream’ advanced wave upon wave, it 

truly was terrifying, no one able to say just how many there were. 

“It is precisely because of this that even more chaos accumulated. Sooner or later, it will all detonate. 

These creatures are the most powerful trigger for the most terrifying great chaos!” 

The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist’s expression was grave. He revealed some of the most fundamental 

parts of the issue. 

In this world, immortal kings were already at the very summit, difficult to climb any higher. The 

creatures of this level had cultivated for an endless amount of time. What they wanted the most was to 

break through the king realm, become an emperor! 

However, from past until now, there has never been anyone who succeeded! 

Realm Sea contained too many secrets, especially at the very end, beyond the Land of Darkness. It was 

rumored to be where the ultimate mysteries lied, the chance to take a step further in one’s cultivation. 

Some of history’s most ancient recordings pointed there. If one wanted to become an emperor, perhaps 

Realm Sea was the final choice. 

That was why these kings set out, not fearing life and death, one falls, the next follows. Generation after 

generation of people departed from their respective worlds, crossing this terrifying sea. 

There was no lack of immortal kings, undying kings and even burial kings among them! 

They came from different worlds, but their objectives were the same, to become emperors! 

Even the foreign realm was no exception, to the extent where they were even more moved. All types of 

signs pointed that their power and their inheritance came from darkness. 

This meant that they were even more vigorous on this matter, wishing to cross Realm Sea, pay homage 

to the darkness holy land, wishing to break through and become an emperor! 

Of course, at this level, undying kings all had their own thoughts. They called it a pilgrimage, but it was 

really that they wanted to become emperors. They didn’t carry much reverence inside. 

To put it simply, Realm Sea was the sea of emperor ascension! 

From past until now, among those who wanted to cross Realm Sea, ninety percent of them went 

because they wanted to become emperors. This was the mainstream! 

Nine Heavens, Immortal Domain, Burial Earth, foreign realm and other places, different civilizations, 

different clans, there would naturally be a great clash when they encountered each other like this. 

When this accumulated to a certain degree, there would then be turmoil! 



Once this type of turmoil spread, it would extend into all realms, the effects widespread and profound, 

from this erupt into a world shocking bloody battle. 

This was a struggle between kings, blood flowing at every corner, corpses in the millions and millions. 

Even worlds with brilliant civilizations would be destroyed one after another. 

“The limits of Realm Sea, there are all types of changes that will take place from time to time. For 

example, when a storm sweeps about and reaches this side of the sea, even immortal kings could be 

crushed!” 

Once this type of disaster happened, the creatures of Realm Sea would definitely choose to withdraw, 

return along the path they came from. 

From this, there would be great issues, perhaps even a great calamity! 

Just imagine, countless creatures were fleeing back, this type of chaos would be unimaginable. There 

would be an even greater clash than before, starting the great darkness chaos from this. 

This type of matter happened once every so often, a great era if the period was short, several great eras 

if it was longer. 

“Meanwhile, this time, it will be unprecedented. At the limits of Realm Sea, at the other shore, there will 

be a darkness matter storm that surpasses the past. It will bring calamity and chaos to all creatures of 

Realm Sea!” 

That was why there was the saying that it was going to be history’s most terrifying darkness great 

turmoil. 

It was because before the great storm erupted, there would be all types of omens. In Realm Sea, astral 

winds would roar, the oceans surging greatly. Based on past experiences, the kings had long made their 

predictions! 

In the past, there were some extremely powerful creatures. Even when Realm Sea’s limits produced a 

darkness storm, able to destroy normal immortal kings, they could still face it. They hid in the sea or on 

some undying islands, not returning. 

However, this time, it was different. Many people suspected that this storm would ravage an entire 

great era, moreover become more and more crazy. In the end, all of the experts would have to flee 

back. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he sucked in a cold breath. He finally understood the so-called history’s 

greatest darkness, most terrifying age, just how frightening it was. 

This was history’s most terrifying clash! 

If the predictions were true, then the creatures of all different great eras would return. This would 

definitely bring about utter disaster. When they all encountered each other, how can there be peace? 

Regardless of whether it was along the way or after returning, great battles would happen continuously. 

The blood of burial kings, immortal kings, undying kings… it would splash over all lands under the 

heavens! 



This type of scene, this type of result, just thinking about it would make one shiver all over in fear. 

The accumulation of several great eras, the clash of history’s most powerful experts, this really would 

make all kings tremble, make all people of the world feel fear. 

Forget about other people, even Shi Hao himself felt his back turn cold when he thought about how that 

type of terrible age might be on the verge of arriving. 

“If they know that the darkness storm which can kill immortal kings is about to sweep about, why aren’t 

the creatures in the ocean depths returning ahead of time?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Because there are some creatures who are already close to the other shore, seeing the end. They really 

want to climb ashore, enter the ultimate destination!” Bird Grandpa said. 

Coin Elder also released a sigh. “Once one already made it that far, who would be willing to give up? 

Success is already within sight, so before they reach the end, they definitely won’t give up.” 

They will face normal darkness storms head-on. Only when an absolute calamity descended would they 

give up. 

“This is quite terrifying. The most powerful creatures still haven’t returned. Once they appear, the 

consequences will be unimaginable. It will be extremely bitter!” 

Bird Grandpa’s expression was grave. This was going to be the most terrifying great chaos. 

Shi Hao was stunned. This was still understandable. The ones who lived the longest and have the most 

powerful strength, already close to success, these immortal kings, once they turned around, the storm 

they would stir about would definitely exceed all imagination! 

“Instead of calling it a darkness calamity, perhaps it’s better to call it an emperor ascension calamity!” 

Shi Hao sighed inwardly. 

These types of creatures were definitely giants. There were some who were close to becoming 

emperors. If they went crazy, not even the heavens would be able to support them! 

Shi Hao originally thought that the great darkness calamity had already begun, after all, he was trapped 

in the reincarnation imprints for hundreds of thousands of years. Immortal Domain, Nine Heavens and 

other places suffered invasions several times, the great battles continuing endlessly. 

Now, it seemed like this was only the opening scene, just the beginning. The true great storm, the true 

life and death battle, was still to come. 

That day wasn’t far, perhaps erupting tomorrow! 

These creatures, for the sake of becoming emperors, are frantically fighting in Realm Sea, this already 

continued for many years, their natures warped. 

There were some creatures that were corroded by darkness, long no longer themselves! 

There were other creatures whose views had long changed. The so-called Immortal Domain, foreign 

realm and other places, for example, immortal kings, after returning, for the sake of becoming 

emperors, they would seize natural luck, possibly unleash a great slaughter in Immortal Domain. 



Now, it was precisely what Shi Hao heard from those two darkness creatures. Realm Sea became 

completely different. 

There were some ancient creatures who formed alliances, joining up on the way back. They might blood 

purge some ancient lands, some of the most powerful inheritances. 

Even if it was an undying king working with an immortal king, it wouldn’t be strange! 

Shi Hao became silent. This type of situation was too grim. He even doubted whether the various realms 

could even be preserved. As great eras passed one after another, it was hard to say just how many kings 

there were. 

“There will definitely be old monsters from the Age of Emperor Collapse who will return alive!” 

“If that is true, then things will definitely be troublesome!” 

Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder said. When they mentioned these things, they all felt a wave of headache. 

“After all these years, could it be that there isn’t a single creature who ascended ashore, entered that 

ultimate land?” Shi Hao asked. 

“There should be, but there had never been anyone who became an emperor. There were some who 

saw the corpses of old monsters from the Age of Emperor Collapse on that shore. Even though it was 

from millions and millions of li away, they still saw them.” 

“Even if they climb ashore, it isn’t necessarily the final safe place. If one wishes to become an emperor, 

it is just too difficult!” 

The two elders shook their heads. From past until now, there had never been any true emperors that 

have appeared. However, kings still rushed over waves upon waves. 

Perhaps the faint footprints on the dam seemed to prove something, but they might not necessarily be 

left by an emperor. 

“However, it has spurred on many kings to cross the sea!” Bird Grandpa said with a sigh. 

“Exactly how long does it take to cross the sea?” Shi Hao asked. 

“This sea is extremely special and strange. Moreover, because it varies from person to person, there are 

some creatures who have travelled for several great eras, yet only made it halfway. Meanwhile, there 

are creatures who were close to reaching the other side in just a few hundred thousand years.” 

“Of course, comparatively speaking, apart from the oddities in the sea, the stronger the creature, the 

shorter the time!” 

The two elders told him this. 

“History’s most powerful, most terrifying darkness great calamity, I am waiting for your arrival!” Shi Hao 

said. Since there was no way of changing anything, then he could only face it head-on! 

Perhaps he can also be more extreme, take the initiative to set out, continuously enter. 

Perfect World 
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Chapter 1964 - He Wushuang 

Shi Hao, Number Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist moved together, continuing 

into the sea. With their dao skills, there was no need to talk about the speed they moved at. 

However, this Realm Sea was too special. Black waves rose and fell, an expanse of a ruined world within 

each wave! 

“From the past until now, many realms have been destroyed, too many creatures that have passed 

away. There were many small worlds, even though they couldn’t compare to Immortal Domain and the 

foreign realm, they were still extremely vast. However now, what have they become?” The Ecliptic 

Immortal Gold Daoist sighed with astonishment. He lowered his head, looking at the waves beneath his 

feet. 

Ever since the Age of Emperor Collapse, it was unknown just how many realms have become a thing of 

the past, faded from existence. 

Up ahead, the radiance was brilliant, golden radiance appearing on the water surface, rising like sunset 

brilliance, extremely dazzling. This was extremely strange. This place was still the Realm Sea, death and 

silence forever the main theme. Why did this type of thing appear? 

“Hurry and move out of the way!” Number Two Under Heaven warned. 

Multicolored mists rose in waves, this was spiritual energy essence. It carried immortal king imprints, as 

well as a bit of a bloody smell. 

There were immortal kings who perished! 

Shi Hao was shocked. He moved together with Number Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal 

Gold Daoist, quickly evading. They saw waves of ripples, all of these were great dao symbols, carrying 

black radiance and blood color as it extended over, engulfing Realm Sea. 

This was a storm! 

Darkness swept about, roaring past, destroying all things. 

Shi Hao was sure that this so-called wind was precisely great dao symbols, the power great and beyond 

compare, as if many immortal kings were taking action at the same time. How many people could stop 

it? 

“This is precisely the darkness storm. It is nothing more than a single part of the greater storm, yet it can 

already kill immortal kings.” Number Two Under Heaven said. 

Shi Hao frowned. This so-called darkness storm was actually a type of law, a type of great dao order. 

Many immortal kings couldn’t even do anything against it. 

“In Realm Sea, this type of black storm would appear from time to time, so some of the winds that are 

sweeping towards this shore are from several great eras ago.” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist said. 

This type of storm was inextinguishable, surging through the Realm Sea. 



Of course, the so-called winds should be called natural laws, great dao laws that could kill immortal 

kings! 

“I really want to know just how these laws and storms are created!” Shi Hao’s eyes were profound and 

unfathomable. 

This type of power was too great, not even immortal kings able to endure it. Did this prove that there 

was power exceeding Immortal King Realm? When he thought up to here, he began to move. 

“Brat, what are you trying to do? Hurry up and get back here!” Number Two Under Heaven shouted. 

It was because Shi Hao was actually charging towards the black storm, using his flesh to resist it, trying 

to use magical force to block the corrosion and face the terrifying surging symbols. 

Pu! 

Then, Shi Hao coughed out blood. As he moved through the winds, his body was riddled with scars, 

allowing the endless ripples and dao symbols to hack against his body. 

Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder sucked in cold breaths of air, revealing shocked expressions. Huang actually 

really resisted it, not dying, only taking on some light wounds. 

“You actually reached this far, able to compare with the unmatched giants in Realm Sea.” Number Two 

Under Heaven said with a sigh. 

In Realm Sea, those who dared face the storm head-on like this definitely had extraordinary 

backgrounds, they were well-known and famous, for example, the unmatched expert who visited Burial 

Earth and the creatures who were approaching the other shore of Realm Sea. 

“I am only trying things out, testing out just how powerful that storm is exactly, if the great dao laws 

exceed the king level.” Shi Hao said. He took risks with his body just to verify some things. 

Several days later, Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder stopped, telling Shi Hao that it was best if they didn’t 

advance any further. 

Up ahead, mist covered the heavens, Realm Sea was completely completely quiet, lifeless. There was a 

type of strange aura that spread from that place. 

“We can’t move forward anymore. If we continue forward any more, then we are going to get lost.” The 

Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist said. 

In this sea, only the border areas were safe. Once one stepped foot here, it was easy to get lost. One 

would lose their way directionally and mentally, there would be great danger. 

“You all should go back, help me protect those people in my place.” Shi Hao said, preparing to explore 

this sea alone. 

Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder knew who he was talking about, these were all of the old friends and 

people related to him back in Imperial Court. 



“Youngster, don’t be so impetuous. Once you step foot here, you might never be able to return. You 

won’t be able to find the path, it will only waste too much of your time.” Number Two Under Heaven 

advised, his expression grave. 

Shi Hao shook his head. How could he be willing to go back just like that? Towards Realm Sea, he 

wanted to know more, to understand it more thoroughly. 

In the end, Shi Hao went on his way alone, entering the depths of Realm Sea. Bird Grandpa and Coin 

Elder returned. 

“Yi, it really is strange.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

When he travelled far enough, moving across the sea surface, when he turned around, there was an 

expanse of primal chaos. It was incredibly desolate, unknown where the path ahead was at all. 

He began to walk backwards, but unexpectedly discovered that the sky and earth spun about, all of 

time-space as if flipped by someone, the universe becoming different. This Realm Sea became like a 

prison. 

“The path of return really is troublesome. If there is no one guiding one back, searching about by oneself 

like this indeed wastes too much time.” Shi Hao said. 

However, it wasn’t that there was completely no way, but rather that one needed to derive it, using a 

huge amount of concentration together with magical force. 

Now, he finally understood some matters, why even though he could see many creatures in the sea, it 

was still hard for them to reach shore. 

It wasn’t that they didn’t want to quickly return, but rather that it was easy to get lost in Realm Sea. 

Once one stepped foot here, it wasn’t that easy to return. 

According to what Number Two Under Heaven said, there were immortal kings who basically couldn’t 

return, trapped inside. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, an ancient beast appeared, on its back were bone spurs that were pitch-black like ink. They 

rushed towards the skies, incredibly sinister, as if it was a giant lizard covered in black scales. It opened 

its bloody mouth, about to bite towards Shi Hao. 

Its eyes were scarlet-colored, long losing itself. 

“How pitiful, I’ll help set you free.” Shi Hao said. When he reached out a finger, this large ancient beast 

that was even larger than a star broke apart just like that. It was blasted until it exploded, turning into a 

blast of bloody mist, melting into the Realm Sea. 

This was a true immortal level creature, its strength quite strong. However, compared to an immortal 

king, there was still a huge difference. 



There weren’t only immortal kings in Realm Sea, there were true immortals as well. The former wanted 

to break through the king level, step into a brand new world, while the latter only wished to become 

kings. 

Different cultivation realms meant that their goals would be different too. 

Unfortunately, this creature lost itself. There was darkness matter in Realm Sea, this darkness matter 

corroded its mind, making it no longer itself, yet there were even more so other dangers. 

Shi Hao continued into the depths of Realm Sea, each step a mirage, extremely fast. Splashes rushed out 

with each step, the past ruined worlds disappearing behind him one after another just like that. 

Hong! 

Along the way, there was a disheveled eccentric who roared, his entire body covered in darkness mist. 

He suddenly attacked Shi Hao. 

This was a scarlet-haired daoist with powerful strength. He wasn’t a true immortal but an immortal king. 

It was quite the pity, he already lost his mind too, his body releasing the aura of darkness matter. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a light shout, not holding back, going all out, ultimately killing this creature. 

There were two creatures who remained hundreds of thousand of li out, extremely cold and indifferent 

as they watched. They didn’t join in, nor did they want to get involved. 

They were immortal kings who had long become allies, not losing themselves, their consciousness still 

extremely clear! 

Hong! 

Just a single trip took Shi Hao the larger half of a year. He really was a bit moved. This place was too 

large, no wonder they said that a single trip would take hundreds of thousands to millions of years, 

some even traveling for several great eras. 

During this time, he saw some creatures fighting, immortal king level individuals fighting bloody battles, 

settling grudges here. They slaughtered until ghosts wept and deities howled, until heaven and earth 

collapsed. 

Fortunately, this was Realm Sea, a world that was vast enough for them to fight in. 

In the sea, there was also natural luck. Shi Hao saw immortal kings who passed away in meditation, 

leaving behind scriptures, passages and other things that were worth referencing. 

No wonder there were even true immortals who were willing to risk their lives and enter. This place had 

great natural luck after all that if obtained, would bring benefits that would affect one for the rest of 

their life. 

Shi Hao roamed about here, not necessarily needing to immediately rush to the other shore. It was 

because time didn’t allow it, by the time he rushed over, the black storm would have definitely erupted. 



At that time, immortal kings would fall, heaven and earth splitting apart. Going further into Realm Sea 

was just courting death. 

That day, he saw resplendent golden light, multicolored mist spreading. Could it be that there were 

more immortal kings who died? Shi Hao was confused. 

Whenever the black storm swept past, a single mistake would lead to immortal kings dying miserable 

deaths. 

Moreover, the further in one went, the more small black storms there were. From time to time, even 

immortal kings didn’t wish to face it, needing to continuously avoid it. 

It was because this black storm was formed from dao law ripples, imperishable. They accumulated great 

era after great era, sweeping from the other shore, stopping in this ocean region. 

The further in one headed, the more storms there would be, which signified greater danger! 

However, this time, there weren’t any immortal kings who died. That was an island that was shining, 

seated on it was a creature who was currently transforming. 

Honglong! 

Endless life aura surged. A creature was undergoing rebirth, about to succeed and break through. 

Realm Sea had dangers, but it also had great natural luck. 

One could see that there were several immortal king corpses around that creatures’ land of rebirth, 

their spiritual essence completely refined. 

That creature found these immortal king corpses, using them as furnace flames to temper itself, 

ultimately completing a shocking great transformation. 

This creature was powerful without a doubt, using immortal king remains as the firewood, burning 

spiritual essence, refining the true self, using this to complete itself. 

“He seems a bit familiar.” 

Shi Hao was a bit puzzled. He met this person before. 

This was a man who was quite young, his golden long hair scattering down to his waist, incredibly 

handsome and aloof. Behind him was a pair of golden wings, aloof and transcendent, carrying a type of 

transcendent temperament. 

This was an undying king, but was even more holy than an immortal king! 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao knew who he was. Even though it had been hundreds of thousands of 

years, he still remembered, saying his name. “He Wushuang!” 

He remembered that when he was fighting over the Imperishable Scripture in that miraculous place, he 

encountered He Wushuang, fighting against this person until his body was ruined, both sides almost 

destroyed. 



Shi Hao and He Wushuang both obtained the Imperishable Scripture, and then they never crossed paths 

again. 

Since there was a great era between the two of them, that battle was full of miraculous brilliance. There 

was a strange intersection of fate in that magical place. 

“Kill!” 

He Wushuang was rather decisive, directly taking action. Golden radiance erupted from his skin, his 

head of hair all fluttering about, fighting Shi Hao decisively. 

It was because he also recognized the other party. This was a great enemy who had to be eliminated! 

He Wushuang had long become a king, always grinding himself in the Realm Sea these past hundreds of 

thousands of years, trying to consolidate his dao skills, accumulate his cultivation. He was much stronger 

than before. 

His head of long golden hair danced about. When he activated a sword art, hundreds of thousands of 

streaks of sword energy rumbled, rumbling like thunder. He Wushuang immediately attacked 

ferociously. 

At the same time, his fist released dazzling golden radiance that seemed to be forged from gold, 

incredibly brilliant. It smashed toward Shi Hao’s head, fierce and ruthless. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao’s palm brushed out, this palm already blasting He Wushuang’s palm until blood flowed in long 

streams. 

He Wushuang was extremely strong, becoming an undying king in just a single great era. Moreover, he 

was extremely confident. However, he still suffered greatly here. 

Chi chi chi! 

Great dao symbols erupted. 

“Huang!” He Wushuang shouted. All around him, golden symbols appeared densely, his imperishable 

body shining. His king inheritance was activated, using full force to fight a great battle against Shi Hao. 

Why would Shi Hao feel fear? He possessed the complete Imperishable Scripture, while the other party 

lacked a portion. 

Pu! 

When they faced each other again, Shi Hao struck He Wushuang until he coughed out large mouthfuls of 

blood, that arm almost exploding. 

Fortunately, He Wushuang was careful. When his imperishable body was in danger of being seriously 

injured, he did everything he could to display all of his dao skills, fighting here. 

However, this was futile. Now, Shi Hao was already a giant among immortal kings, looking down from 

above. When fighting against him, there was no suspense at all. 



Pu! 

Shi Hao’s large hand reached over, unstoppable. No matter how the other party displayed world 

shocking magical force, he could still destroy everything with a single strike. 

He Wushuang’s entire body was covered in blood, suffering the most serious injuries since he achieved 

the dao! 

When Shi Hao’s large hand closed, He Wushuang roared out, his body turning into a stream of light, 

rushing towards the clouds, wishing to escape. 

However, it was already too late. He Wushuang was covered by that large hand. 

Fingers closed one after another, holding He Wushuang within. Then, Shi Hao suddenly exerted force. 

The surface of He Wushuang’s body was covered in golden symbols, the nearby areas even more so 

rupturing. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1965 - Immortal Smelting Pot’s Owner 

He Wushuang’s face was handsome, even overshadowing many women. He had long golden hair and 

deep eyes, his complexion like jade. The golden radiance around his entire body was resplendent, as if 

he was bathed in sunrise splendor. 

However now, he suffered a disaster, his entire body cracking apart, blood everywhere, body breaking 

apart, splitting. 

“Ah…” He raised his head and roared towards the heavens. His head of golden hair scattered, fluttering 

about, his eyes full of unwillingness. 

He was an undying king, someone who exceeded many Emperor Clans, becoming one of the best in this 

great era, yet in the end, he was going to die in Realm Sea. 

This was especially the case when the enemy was a past opponent, but now, there was such a huge 

difference. He was already no longer a match! 

“I really can’t accept this!” He Wushuang roared out, his beautiful face filled with craziness, possessing a 

wave of sinister aura. 

His body erupted into flames, releasing the greatest potential within him, wishing to change everything, 

alter his fate. 

However, all of this was futile. Shi Hao remained expressionless. The instant his large hand closed, He 

Wushuang’s flesh broke apart inch by inch, his undying king bones exploding. 

“In the past, when the two of us faced each other, I only achieved my cultivation from a deficient world. 

After the great battle, I reforged my true self under the foreign realm’s complete laws.” 

Shi Hao said indifferently. Now, he already no longer viewed He Wushuang as an opponent. He had even 

killed Scarlet King, let alone this type of newly risen undying king. 
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Back then, he was able to fight He Wushuang until both sides suffered and neither won despite 

cultivating in a lacking world. Later on, after completing his great dao, who could face him? 

Moreover, the Imperishable Scripture he cultivated was perfect, while He Wushuang only cultivated part 

of the method. Now, he even established a new system, opening a brand new world. 

If he still couldn’t subdue He Wushuang after all of this, needing to fight a bloody battle against him, 

then this would instead be what was strange. 

He Wushuang’s face didn’t have a single flaw, an exceptionally beautiful man. However, Shi Hao didn’t 

feel the slightest bit of pity, even less so felt any good impressions towards him. 

This person’s actions were too cruel. The Heavenly Horned Ant’s older brothers and sisters were all 

killed by this person, later on even fed to his mount. 

His methods were vicious, making one’s hair stand up in anger. 

In the past, the Heavenly Horned Ant and Shi Hao both searched for the Imperishable Scripture. After 

meeting He Wushuang and hearing about this cold narration of the past events, the bloodiness and 

cruelty of it all, he almost went crazy. 

Shi Hao knew that this would forever be the Heavenly Horned Ant’s pain! 

Pu! 

He Wushuang couldn’t remain calm. He roared out, struggling, but he was still crushed by Shi Hao into a 

blast of bloody mist, his blood scattering across Realm Sea. 

Hong! 

In the flesh and blood, within those undying king bones, there was a primordial spirit that rushed up, 

quickly recombining. 

“I am undying!” He Wushuang’s eyes were scarlet red. Even though his flesh was destroyed by someone, 

he believed that the primordial spirits of undying kings were inextinguishable, that Huang couldn’t 

suppress and kill him that easily even if he wanted to. 

“You are discussing undying before me? You are still not enough!” Shi Hao said, his large hand covering 

He Wushuang again. 

His hand closed again. With a chi sound, He Wushuang’s primordial spirit was torn apart. Then, six great 

realms shone at the same time, refining his primordial spirit. 

“No!” He Wushuang was horrified. He sensed a great danger, his primordial spirit becoming weaker, the 

undying radiance shaved away. He really was going to die. 

However, in the end, Shi Hao released a sigh, stopping. He sealed He Wushuang in that pool with Scarlet 

King, Aocheng and the others. 

He knew that the Heavenly Horned Ant had a thorn in his mind, a hatred that was hard to get rid of. He 

wanted to fight against He Wushuang, personally kill him himself. 



Shi Hao left behind He Wushuang’s primordial spirit, wishing to bring him back for the Heavenly Horned 

Ant to deal with. 

In the following few years, Shi Hao made his way deeper into the Realm Sea. He saw too many battles. 

There were immortal kings who were lost, corroded by darkness, yet there were also some experts who 

were extremely clear-headed, their expressions cold. 

At this level, there was a type of great dao ruthless aura. These creatures were all extremely dangerous. 

Shi Hao released a light sigh. He thought for a bit, in the end, he decided to not enter too deeply, instead 

stepping on the path of return. It was because if he really wanted to head to the other side of Realm 

Sea, the amount of time used would be too astonishing. 

After arriving here, the darkness storms became even stronger. It was more and more dangerous the 

further in one went. 

These storms were great dao symbols, intertwining like ripples. They couldn’t be erased, continuously 

surging in the boundless Realm Sea. 

That was why as time went on, the more of these darkness storms there were, the more dangerous 

Realm Sea became. 

When he decided to return, Shi Hao used up quite a bit of effort, continuously carrying out derivations, 

searching for the path of return, or else it was easy to get lost. This Realm Sea couldn’t be evaluated 

through normal reasoning. 

Hong! 

When he approached Realm Sea’s ocean border, stepping on the path of return, he suddenly discovered 

that the world erupted into chaos. 

Realm Sea surged, great dao rumbled. In the distance, there was a massive mountain that crushed 

down, terrifying beyond comparison. It carried a terrifying aura, making one’s body even feel like it was 

about to explode. 

Forget about true immortals, even normal immortal kings would be horrified. 

Even someone as powerful as Shi Hao immediately shivered inwardly. His body shifted outwards, 

moving out of the way, not facing it head-on. 

The so-called mountain was a pot that released undying energy. It crushed down from the sky dome 

above, wishing to kill him! 

Immortal Smelting Pot! 

It was actually this unmatched secret treasure! It had a tremendous past, one of the foreign realm’s 

most powerful weapons. What was even more terrifying was its master, someone known to be a taboo 

existence. 

The master of the Immortal Smelting Pot lived for an endless amount of time, rumored to have been 

sleeping inside this pot all this time! 



Now, this pot actually appeared! Moreover, an individual’s aura was spreading, terrifying beyond 

compare, carrying heaven overflowing killing intent, wishing to suppress and kill Shi Hao. 

“Did you come to get revenge for your disciple?” Shi Hao asked coldly. 

Qiang! 

He produced a weapon, precisely the Everlasting Sword Core! 

Ever since he became an immortal king, this was the first time he used this sword core. 

“Wushuang, where is his soul?” An aged voice sounded from the Immortal Smelting Pot. Then, a figure 

flickered from within, a powerful expert appearing. 

His figure was thin and withered, not all that large and powerful, long silver hair scattering out, every 

single strand brilliant. His pupils were special, actually silver crosses. 

Kun Di was one of the most powerful experts in the foreign realm since ancient times. If those who 

entered Realm Sea weren’t included, he could basically be considered the number one figure of the 

current foreign realm. 

One could see just how domineering he was from his name. Kun Di, even though this ‘truth’ character 

wasn’t the ‘emperor’ character, it was still a bit similar. This was the boldness he gave off. [1] 

He wanted to become an emperor! 

After all these years, apart from sleeping in the Immortal Smelting Pot, he had always been researching 

Origin Ancient Artifact. It could be said that he was one of the leaders of the foreign realms’ slaughter of 

the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. 

It was because he wanted to find that seed, open that Origin Ancient Artifact. 

The other ancient kings couldn’t see hope, all of them heading into Realm Sea, but he was always as 

steady as Mt. Tai, guarding the foreign realm. He possessed extraordinary willpower. 

Last time, when Shi Hao slaughtered his way into the foreign realm, when the Immortal Smelting Pot 

was brought out by someone to suppress Shi Hao, Kun Di still didn’t even wake up. 

Now, He Wushuang’s fall immediately woke him. 

This was his last disciple, someone he doted on the most. After he became an undying king, it even more 

so completed their master and disciple tale, so how could he just sit there and do nothing? 

However, Realm Sea was too great, he couldn’t immediately find where he was. 

Kun Di left behind imprints on He Wushuang’s body. However, the moment He Wushuang died, Shi Hao 

erased his imprints. It was because at his level, how could these types of methods escape him? 

That was why Kun Di arrived several years ago, guarding the edge of Realm Sea. 

A battle immediately erupted. 

Hong! 



This world shocking great battle rang through the various lands, even passing through Realm Sea’s 

border. There were some powerful creatures that ascended the shore. When they saw this scene, they 

couldn’t help but become horrified. 

These two were too strong, immediately fighting until great waves rushed into Realm Sea’s heavens, 

great dao symbols interweaved, connecting the past and present. A great river of time appeared 

between these two. 

This was a world shocking great battle! 

Ah… 

Shi Hao fought until he went crazy. This was the most intense battle after he became an immortal king. 

They fought from the sea to shore, and then from the shore to Lightning Abyss. 

Along the way, mountains collapsed and seas roared, stars erupting. 

“Huang, if you don’t want to die, then release my disciple!” Kun Di shouted. 

“Old thing, foreign realm’s greatest slaughterer, I’ve already wanted to kill you for a long time! Since 

you’ve brought yourself right up to my doorstep, I am going to use your blood as sacrifice for my 

predecessors!” Shi Hao was also roaring out. 

He slaughtered his way until his eyes turned red, fighting a great battle against Kun Di, difficult to 

distinguish who was going to win. 

When the two’s battle reached over a thousand exchanges, until heaven and earth cracked, even the 

river of time seemingly flowing in reverse, they then slaughtered their way into the Realm Sea. 

Shi Hao’s entire body was covered in blood, some of it was his own and some of it was from Kun Di. 

Kun Di was also like this, his silver pupils turning to crosses, continuously releasing cross-shaped slashes, 

even Realm Sea was about to be cleaved open. An incredibly terrifying scene was created. 

There were just too many star remains ashore, all of them hacked down from outer space because of 

their battle. 

After Shi Hao achieved great power, this was the first time he faced this type of bitter battle. All of the 

creatures by the dam and in Realm Sea were shaken endlessly. 

Pu! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot descended, smashing into Shi Hao’s shoulder, making that place erupt with 

blood, his body staggering. If it wasn’t for cultivating the Imperishable Scripture, if he was any other 

immortal king, half of his body would have exploded. 

The Immortal Smelting Pot, when used by its true master, compared to when it released power by itself, 

the power increased by who knew how many times! 

This pot really was terrifying and malicious! 

“Collect!” 



Kun Di released a light shout. The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, the opening of the pot becoming 

indistinct. Then, it began to seize the essence blood Shi Hao lost, wishing to completely refine it. 

Shi Hao released a cold snort, all of the blood essence flowing in reverse. Moreover, he brandished his 

sword core, sweeping out endless sword radiance, stabbing towards this pot mouth, blocking up this 

great treasure. 

“Did you know? Ever since the start of Emperor Collapse, the masters of this sword core have all died, 

not a single one meeting a good end. You will definitely inherit this miserable fate.” Kun Di said coldly. 

“Old ways will all be shattered eventually!” Shi Hao responded. In reality, he had also heard similar 

legends regarding this sword core. 

Hong! 

The two individuals smashed together. Shi Hao coughed out blood. That Immortal Smelting Pot was 

quite weird, breaking through time-space, as if it could reverse time. It arrived before him, smashing 

into his chest. 

He was injured once more, spitting out blood. 

However, Shi Hao was also domineering, immediately retaliating, fast as a specter, tangling around the 

Immortal Smelting Pot as he advanced. With hong sounds, he continuously clashed with Kun Di. In the 

end, his opponent’s arm snapped. A fist imprint smashed down into the other party’s shoulder, making 

that part cave in, the bones within snapping. 

The two both staggered backwards! 

“That’s Kun Di, after all these years, he has become more and more terrifying. If Realm Sea’s creatures 

aren’t included, then he is basically foreign realm’s number one. Who is this youngster? He can actually 

contend against Kun Di!” 

There were creatures who approached the shore from the sea. When they saw this scene, they were 

incredibly shaken. 

“Just a trifling sword core, nothing more than a weapon made from scraps, yet it dares face my 

Immortal Smelting Pot?” Kun Di shouted. 

He brandished his weapon again, activating the precious pot, suppressing Shi Hao. His weapon truly was 

too powerful. After he activated it, it could directly suppress and kill all enemies in this world. 

“Scraps?” Shi Hao laughed coldly, revealing a mouthful of snow-white teeth. He didn’t mind getting 

more information out of his enemy. 

“During the Age of Emperor Collapse, the one who was suspected to be an emperor, but might not be 

an emperor, was already defeated, leaving behind his sword core. He dragged his wounded body to the 

dam, leaving behind a faint trail of footprints before disappearing. In the following great eras, all those 

who obtained this sword core died miserably, not a single one of them able to live until the end, even 

the creators of Immortal Domain’s system no exception.” 

Kun Di actually spoke these words. 



“Oh, this sword core is only made up of scraps? So what was the main material used to refine it?” Shi 

Hao asked indifferently. 

“Coffin!” Kun Di replied. 

“Three World Bronze Coffin?” 

“No!” Kun Di didn’t say anymore, extremely simple. 

However, Shi Hao thought of many things. He previously noticed that when the Everlasting Sword Core 

became extremely resplendent, the upper half covered in immortal ascension light, an immortal 

diagram would appear. Meanwhile, the lower half of the sword core was flowing with blood, countless 

great graves resting about. There was a creature under the blood-like sunset, sitting on an ancient 

coffin. In the surroundings, there were countless tombs, blood flowing like a flood, drowning out those 

great graves. 

“Kill!” Kun Di roared out. 

He went all out, wishing to rescue his disciple and kill Shi Hao. 

That Immortal Smelting Pot became even more resplendent. The opening of the pot shone, about to 

suck Shi Hao in. 

“Die!” 

Shi Hao roared. The Everlasting Sword Core became extremely brilliant, producing immortal ascension 

radiance. There were creatures seated on it, blood and immortal ascension light interweaving, that 

scene too strange. 

Dang! 

After an intense clash and a bitter struggle, there was endless blood that splashed out. This was their 

unrivalled blood essence. 

Pu! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot couldn’t suck Shi Hao in, so it flew over on its own, its speed inconceivable. 

The opening of the pot was like a sharp sword, stabbing into Shi Hao’s flesh. 

Hong! 

However, Shi Hao’s first imprint also displayed divine might. He endured this strike, and then his fist 

imprint smashed into Kun Di’s body. 

Pu! 

Kun Di coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, his chest exploding. In this world, which immortal king’s 

flesh was stronger than Shi Hao’s? After all, it had been restrained by ten reincarnation imprints, he 

even refined the Imperishable Scripture. 

At the same time, Shi Hao’s sword core also hacked off one of Kun Di’s arms. 

“Old thing, foreign realm’s indiscriminate murderer, hand over your life!” 



A string of Shi Hao’s essence blood flew out. He quickly blasted aside the Immortal Smelting Pot, 

charging at Kun Di. 

Pu! 

In the end, both sides coughed out large mouthfuls of blood. 

Kun Di turned around and left, entering the foreign realm. 

“Kill” Shi Hao chased after him. His hair was disheveled, his entire body covered in blood. He held a 

sword core just like that, slaughtering his way into the foreign realm again. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1966 

- Unstoppable in Foreign Realm 

Kun Di was up ahead, while Shi Hao chased from behind. The great battle shocked the heavens! 

Immortal radiance surged between the two, undying aura erupting. When essence blood rushed 

through heaven and earth, the suns, moons and stars were directly destroyed, the battle extremely 

terrifying. 

This was a city, one of foreign realm’s gates. Kun Di directly rushed in. Shi Hao chased after him, rushing 

into the foreign realm. There were creatures who attacked him from within, but how could they stop an 

immortal king? 

Pu pu pu… 

All those who attacked Shi Hao exploded into shattered bones, crushed by his immortal king aura, 

turning into blasts of bloody mist, completely not on the same order of magnitude. 

“Kun Di, hand over your life!” Shi Hao’s eyes became red from slaughter. His hair flew about in disorder, 

blood flowing from his body. 

Peng! 

He was as fast as lightning. When a step descended, an expanse of stars withdrew. He condensed a fist 

imprint as he smashed outwards, directly striking at the back of Kun Di’s head, wishing to erase his 

primordial spirit. 

At their level, only attacking the primordial spirit was effective. If one wished to completely destroy the 

other party, then the spirit had to be destroyed! 

Along the way, many stars fell from the heavens beyond, directly blasted down by Shi Hao’s robes, the 

scene horrifying. 

Hou! 

Kun Di released a great roar. His body turned around, a hand condensing a magical imprint. His other 

hand held the Immortal Smelting Pot, smashing it murderously towards Shi Hao. 
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This place immediately erupted with an endless rain of light, multicolored brilliance flooding the 

heavens. This was the magical force of an undying king, as well as his essence blood. It was fully released 

now, the power great beyond compare. 

Shi Hao was blasted backwards, a strand of blood flowing from the corners of his mouth. A battle of this 

degree, even for someone like him who cultivated the Imperishable Scripture, left him injured. 

One could imagine if it were other immortal kings who came here, their bodies would have definitely 

been blasted until they split to pieces. Kun Di’s Immortal Smelting Pot possessed unmatched power. 

Pu! 

Kun Di didn’t feel all that great either, an arm twisted, smashed apart by Shi Hao’s fist imprint, his flesh 

ending up badly mangled and exposed. 

Apart from his, there was a hole that connected from his back all the way to his chest, pierced through 

by the sword art condensed by Shi Hao’s other arm. Scarlet red radiance was currently flowing out 

where his heart was. 

“Kill!” 

They fought intensely, blood scattering everywhere. Large stars forever became dim one after another, 

disappearing from this world. 

All those who had undying king blood or immortal king blood scattered on them were doomed to 

collapse. In reality, this star domain was already beaten into ruin. 

The undying king who ruled this area of the cosmos was alarmed. He released an angry roar, 

slaughtering his way out. 

“Senior Kun Di, I am here to assist you!” 

After understanding the situation, this undying king directly rushed over. 

From the way he greeted this person, Kun Di’s status in the foreign realm was clearly extremely high. 

Normally, all undying kings would refer to each other as dao friends, yet he still called him senior. 

Weng! 

The Everlasting Sword Core moved about, releasing dazzling radiance, accompanied by a rain of light. 

There was someone seated on a coffin as well, a sea of blood slowly moving across the great tomb, 

creating a dark red expanse. 

Hong! 

That undying king was injured, hacked by Shi Hao’s world shocking sword until he backed up in reverse, 

coughing out blood. 

This made him feel even more horrified. Just how strong was Huang? He couldn’t even begin to fathom 

this. 



Right now, Shi Hao’s attention was completely on Kun Di. The reason he released this attack was 

because he was also attacking the owner of the Immortal Smelting Pot. The two began to fight a battle 

to the death once more. 

Hong! 

This time, the Immortal Smelting Pot enlarged, becoming like history’s number one mountain, crushing 

down just like that with suffocating pressure. 

Even with Shi Hao’s powerful body, he still staggered, his movements slowing down. It was as if he was 

carrying the endless stars and entire expanses of cosmos on his back as he continued forward alone. 

The pressure he suffered was too great! 

“Kill!” 

However, he was also screaming out, displaying his own divine abilities. His six great secret realms shone 

at the same time, condensing together, becoming his own unmatched secret technique. 

In that instant, it was as if a pair of Kun Peng wings appeared on his back. There were True Phoenix 

rebirth flames that surged, his body bathed in endless strands of brilliance, allowing him to struggle free. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao’s fist smashed aside the Immortal Smelting Pot, blasting it into the sky, sending it flying out of 

this area of cosmos. 

Peng! 

Kun Di’s palm arrived, fierce and accurate, ruthless and cold. His silver pupils turned into crosses, tearing 

apart the void. His right palm was like a blade, tearing apart Shi Hao’s waist. 

He wanted to chop Shi Hao apart at the waist, decrease his fighting strength like this. 

Weng! 

The symbols on Shi Hao’s flesh flickered about, these were the great dao laws of the Imperishable 

Scripture. His flesh was sturdy, terrifyingly strong. 

Even though a bloody gash was opened, blood pouring out, his flesh still released endless radiance. It 

was extremely dazzling, blocking this palm imprint’s destructive power. 

Shi Hao’s flesh healed, astonishingly sturdy, while Kun Di’s figure was struck backwards. This was the 

natural embodiment of the imperishable. 

At the same time, Shi Hao’s fist imprint was incomparable, blasting through Kun Di’s chest, blasting open 

a gaping hole there. Even a silver-red colored heart was torn apart. 

Weng! 

The Everlasting Sword Core also flew out. It was like a sky shocking rainbow, tearing apart the cosmos 

just like that, its power extraordinary. 



Kun Di released a muffled groan, blood scattering outwards. He clutched his neck, quickly backing up. 

His pupils contracted, his face carrying an incredibly cold expression. 

His head almost fell. The Everlasting Sword Core’s strike was too fast, nothing it couldn’t slice through! 

The sword core was refined by the little figure within the lump of immortal radiance above his head. It 

began to move, hacking down devils and slaughtering immortals, tearing apart all living things. 

A head almost fell off, this seemingly leaving Kun Di deeply shaken. In all these years, how many people 

could injure him like this? It made his silver pupils become extremely cold. 

“History’s greatest murderer, die!” 

Shi Hao roared, his attacks even more ferocious. In the surroundings, immortal king radiance erupted, 

tearing apart this cosmos. He wanted to unleash a great slaughter here, smash apart Kun Di. 

He thought about the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. Wasn’t it precisely because of the foreign realm that so 

many creatures died? There were so many innocent people who were turned into blood and bones. 

Many people resisted, fighting against this, leaving behind endless stories of sorrow and grief. 

Imperial Pass had those old figures, those fearless great commanders who fell one after another, their 

blood scattering across Desolate Border. 

The original Imperial City began to burn, falling down. Desolate Border’s Seven Kings’ descendants had 

pretty much all died off! 

Now, even Imperial Pass no longer existed, flattened. The Nine Heavens Ten Earths were even in ruins, 

now already ruined. 

Hong! 

This great battle was intense, the influence too vast. The undying kings on the side discovered that even 

if they took action to help Kun Di, they still weren’t strong enough. 

Pu! 

Kun Di was soaked in blood, this time almost hacked apart at the waist. He turned around to leave, 

setting the resolution to not zealously continue fighting, not wishing to fight Shi Hao to the end 

anymore. 

How could this type of battle escape the detection of other experts? 

Undying kings revived one after another, waking up from their slumber, looking in this direction. Some 

of them even took action. 

However, Shi Hao seemed to have gone crazy, not giving up, still chasing after Kun Di, wishing to kill this 

experienced expert. 

Right now, the foreign realm’s experts were all shocked. Who was Kun Di? He was basically the foreign 

realm’s number one expert, yet he was defeated under Huang’s hands? 



“Youngster, you go too far! Do you really think you can destroy my soul today?” Kun Di berated. His 

speed was extremely fast, fleeing into the very depths of this realm. 

Along the way, there were cosmos stretching out one after another that belonged to other undying 

kings. 

Shi Hao’s head of hair danced about like a raging flame, releasing golden light. His entire body was 

covered in scarlet multicolored brilliance, body as if cast from gold, astonishingly valiant. 

His magical body was unstoppable, charging straight through everything, destroying the formations of 

undying kings one after another along the way. 

His body was sturdy, his courage unmatched! 

Chi! 

Finally, Kun Di no longer fled, landing on a sturdy and imperishable place. He suddenly turned around to 

look at Shi Hao. 

This was an ancient land that floated in the cosmos, one that was sturdy and unbreakable. 

This place was extremely large, located in front of a temple that released faint golden radiance. It was 

incredibly divine, accompanied by a rain of light, making this place appear exceptionally peaceful. 

It seemed to be able to neutralize all disputes, erase the killing intent of the heavens. 

This place was auspicious and peaceful, divine and sinister. There was a type of indescribable feeling. 

The foreign realm, for the sake of finding that seed, didn’t hesitate to destroy the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths and slaughter all living creatures. Which undying king’s hands weren’t soaked in blood? 

However, there was actually this type of peaceful land, pure and holy, making one wish to give up on 

everything, forget about all murderous intent. 

However, who was Shi Hao? He was now a giant among immortal kings, difficult for him to encounter 

his match! 

After a momentary absent-mindedness, he quickly calmed down, recovering his mental state. It was 

hard for external objects to seize his will. 

Kun Di’s expression became gloomy. “Your time of death has arrived. Last time when you charged into 

my realm, that was one thing. You actually dare to come in again? You will meet a tragic end!” 

“Old thing, with your type of status, how can you run so easily? You previously dominated the world, 

rarely encountered your match. I want to see today just what kind of methods you have!” Shi Hao 

calmly said. 

“Youngster, what a bold way of speaking, what guts you have? For you to dare come in here, I’ll admit 

that you are a fierce person!” Kun Di said. 

There were several figures who appeared all around, more than one undying king appearing, chasing 

him here. Their expressions were all grim, wishing to join forces in killing Huang. 



However, Shi Hao didn’t look at them, instead staring at that temple. He felt like the abnormalities all 

lied here, that there was danger. 

“You really are quite daring!” An undying king shouted. 

“This realm isn’t as powerful as what you all believe it to be, not high up above. Back then, Willow Deity 

had also slaughtered his way through, what is so special about this place?!” Shi Hao sneered. 

He indeed had confidence. After sharpening himself in Realm Sea for many years, he saw all types of life 

and death scenes. He saw immortal kings struggle against each other, his comprehension deepening, 

becoming stronger. 

Slaughtering his way into the foreign realm indeed had dangers, but he had confidence that if he wanted 

to run, he could do it. 

The reason he slaughtered his way in was precisely to establish his dominance, to take the heads of 

more undying kings! 

“The reason why that willow tree could act so unbridled is because he didn’t encounter this old one!” 

Kun Di said coldly. 

“Today, I ran into you, but so what? Didn’t you still have to run all the way back?” Shi Hao laughed 

loudly. 

Kun Di’s face fell ashen. He didn’t truly wish to run, intentionally guiding the other party here, wishing to 

get support. However now, it looked like he really was running for his life. 

“Senior Kun Di wishes to eradicate your true soul, that’s why he led you here on purpose. Cease your 

arrogance!” An undying king shouted. 

In the distance, the void split apart. A golden spear that stretched across millions and millions of li 

arrived. Anlan descended, wishing to kill Shi Hao. 

Apart from this, Shutuo also took action, displaying power from a starry sky between them, similarly 

attacking this place. 

The kings all arrived, one after another! 

“You all need to be careful, back off!” Kun Di said. He didn’t let them surround and attack Shi Hao. In 

reality, the others also tacitly understood each other, restraining themselves after attacking a bit. 

They scattered outwards, surrounding Shi Hao within. 

Right now, there were already nine undying kings who hurried here! 

Kun Di didn’t wait any more, withdrawing to that golden temple’s side, starting to chant a piece of 

ancient incantation. The other undying kings’ expressions changed, backing up more. 

Hong! 

A wave of terrifying power erupted, a domineering demonic figure suddenly rushing out from within the 

temple. It was absolutely massive, towering above this continent, filling up the cosmos. 



Shi Hao watched all of this coldly, on guard. He wanted to see just what kind of methods Kun Di had. 

At this time, his expression changed. He had seen this type of massive black figure before! 

In the past, when Scarlet King towered above the great river of time, overlooking endless generations, 

wishing to deal with opponents, in the end, a white-clothed woman came to fight a great battle against 

him. 

During that period, when Scarlet King’s magical body suffered great injuries, he actually summoned 

some type of terrifying black figure to resist the white-clothed woman. 

Shi Hao was sure that the figure from back then was precisely this massive creature before him! 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1967 

- Foreign Realm’s Origin Ancient Artifact 

The black figure appeared again. This time, it wasn’t as indistinct as last time, but rather incredibly real! 

Kun Di dared do this, luring Shi Hao here, this naturally meant that he had some confidence, wishing to 

use this to end him. It was easy to see that this was a great killing trap. 

Roar! 

A low roar sounded, shaking up the foreign realm, ringing through one expanse of cosmos after the 

next, making all creatures tremble, unable to help but shiver. Creatures from all different clans couldn’t 

help but kneel down. 

“What is this thing?” Shi Hao was shocked. He sensed great danger. This massive figure was bold and 

powerful, towering between heaven and earth, as if it was going to completely crush the universe. 

“Younger generation, accept death!” 

Kun Di shouted. He was still chanting the incantation, carrying out a summoning, causing this 

incomparably powerful creature to open its eyes. Its gaze was penetrating, piercing one’s soul. 

Hong! 

Then, this creature directly took action, grabbing towards Shi Hao. Its large hands split the skies, 

crushing everything in the way, this type of power was domineering to the extreme. 

Shi Hao took action. The sword core in his hands displayed powerful might, immediately erupting, 

extending millions and millions of li, simply about to sever this great universe! 

Dang! 

It released a kengqiang noise, incredibly sharp, hacking down on that great claw. Sparks flew in all 

directions, great dao symbols poured out like a sea and then erupted here. 

The space between Shi Hao’s thumb and index fingers went slightly numb. He took a few steps back, 

looking at this black shadow once more. Was this some type of creature? It was just too powerful! 
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With his cultivation, he was already unmatched among immortal kings, able to travel unhindered 

through the foreign realm. How could normal creatures stop his advance? Even Kun Di couldn’t stop 

him. 

However, his expression was now serious. This creature was extremely powerful, he had to face it 

seriously. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a great roar, attacking crazily, actually remaining fearless. The sword core in his hands 

released dazzling radiance, hacking forward, as if a matchless emperor revived, wishing to hack through 

all enemies. 

He didn’t hold back at all, because he sensed danger. 

Honglonglong! 

This place shook intensely, heaven and earth collapsing. A sword severed the cosmos, destroying who 

knew how many stars. 

Shi Hao fought intensely against this creature. 

Even though the enemy was powerful, he still released a breath of relief. The other party was still in the 

Immortal King Realm, not exceeding it. 

Another string of incantations sounded. 

Kun Di continued the summoning of this shadow. 

Sure enough, a mysterious sound rang out from that golden temple. Another shadow then appeared, 

giant beyond compare, towering in this world. 

A second one! 

This made Shi Hao’s expression change. Just what exactly rested in that golden ancient temple? 

Honglong! 

A second black figure released a low roar, exerting its power, making the top level figures of all clans 

tremble. 

Then, it immediately rushed over, not fighting with Shi Hao, but rather merging with the first shadow, 

becoming one. 

Honglonglong! 

Kun Di continued his incantations, his expression pious and devout, summoning these shadows into this 

world. There were eight of them in total, all of them appearing in this world, and then merging together. 

In reality, he wanted to summon a ninth one, but when that figure had just appeared, it directly 

scattered, entering that golden temple, unable to take form. 



After the eight figures merged together, their strength increased greatly. The winds released from their 

punches roared out, shattering the universe! 

Even Shi Hao’s expression became serious, becoming extremely cautious. He did everything he could to 

fight a great battle against this black shadow. 

When the eight figures became one, they indeed became powerful, but it wasn’t as terrifying as he 

imagined either. This merging only made the magical body more real, and was ultimately not an 

overlaying of strength. 

Sure enough, when Shi Hao fought against it, smashing into its body, it was as if he was striking a flesh 

body, the feeling incredibly real. 

At the same time, this creature’s flesh was too strong, sturdy and unbreakable. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao roared out, his face cold. How could he tolerate this creature going crazy? He was going to do 

everything he could to suppress and kill it! 

Peng! 

The black figure was sent flying by him, even its body about to scatter apart. 

However, its body shook, condensing together again, incredibly real. It released a roar, charging 

murderously at Shi Hao again. 

Shi Hao erupted with golden radiance, his entire body becoming golden, releasing his most powerful 

divine might, terrifying beyond compare. Every action he made seemed powerful enough to kill undying 

kings. 

This type of great power made the surroundings kings’ expressions change. Huang was too powerful, 

actually growing to this step, already able to walk the path of surpassing the king level. 

However, it was a pity, because that path was broken. No one had ever succeeded before. 

The kings were sure that Shi Hao sat at the very peak of what creatures of this world could reach. He 

was indeed an unmatched immortal king. Normally speaking, it was hard for him to meet his match. 

Only someone like Kun Di could fight against him. 

Hong! 

After Shi Hao went crazy, fighting against the black figure, several massive shadows withdrew, flying 

outwards, even scattering apart. 

However, in the end, it could still reforge its body. 

Shi Hao discovered a terrifying fact. This shadow was also unmatched among undying kings, because the 

most terrifying thing was that it couldn’t be killed. 

This was to say that there was no way of breaking down its magical body. 



“Perish for me!” 

Shi Hao roared out. His six great secret realms all shone, especially the deity three feet above his head. 

The eyes of that little figure within the sphere of immortal light were resplendent. At this time, it 

suddenly carried the Everlasting Sword Core, frantically attacking. 

It broke through the limits of time-space, the great river of time flowing beneath its feet. 

Pu! 

It could be said that this was a type of fatal blow. The little figure carried the Everlasting Sword Core, 

hacking off the massive creature’s head. Then, another sword slashed apart that head! 

This type of method left all the kings nervous, their expressions changing greatly. 

They were thinking if they participated in the battle, would they be able to avoid that little figure? They 

most likely wouldn’t. They would be struck, have their flesh cut open, their primordial spirits torn apart. 

Roar! 

However, that shadow released a roar, recombining its body, not suffering any damage. 

It was powerful, so needless to say, it could be considered an unmatched undying king. However, what 

was most terrifying was that it was imperishable, regenerating endlessly. 

There was blood that flowed out from the corners of Shi Hao’s mouth. He attacked several times, but 

still couldn’t get rid of this black creature. In the end, he was swept by a palm, injuring him. 

If this was another creature, they would have most likely suffered disaster, at the very least their bodies 

would have been destroyed. However, Shi Hao only staggered. He wiped away the blood from his mouth 

and then rushed back into battle, not being too affected. 

“Withdraw!” 

Kun Di suddenly said this, having the other great undying kings back up, remain far away from this place. 

At the same time, the other kings all began to chant incantations, using magical force. They remained far 

enough away, simply leaving this starry sky. 

That divine temple shone, becoming extremely resplendent. 

The black figure roared, suddenly shrinking, entering the temple. 

Shi Hao didn’t chase after it, his expression serious. That temple had something terrifying about it, 

disturbing his energies, even making him feel great apprehension. 

However, he didn’t back off, still wishing to see through all of this. Just what kind of terrifying trump 

cards did the foreign realm have? 

When one had skill, they became daring! 

He believed that he could move freely through this world, no one able to stop him. As long as it didn’t 

touch upon the emperor level, he could dominate all sides! 



Hong! 

Suddenly, the golden temple swayed, that black creature reappearing. However, it was no longer as 

large as before, looking more normal. 

In its hand was an object so dazzling one couldn’t look directly at it. It was extremely terrifying. That 

pressure even made one’s soul wish to explode, unable to endure it. 

Shi Hao was moved. He narrowed his eyes, finally knowing what this was. 

“It is about the same as Burial Earth’s!” 

Origin Ancient Artifact, it was actually this thing! 

This was the foreign realm’s supreme treasure. It was precisely because of this object that this realm 

was created. 

It was like some type of metal, but also like jade, flowing with nine-colored brilliance. It was dazzling and 

holy, the rain of light endless as it scattered down. 

If it was a normal person, just a single speck of this radiance was enough to make them explode, perish 

here. 

This thing couldn’t be touched! 

Among millions and millions of people, only one or two could touch it and then have a chance of 

becoming an unrivaled ultra evolved being. In the future, they would become undying existences. 

However, Shi Hao seemed to have a bit of immunity since he had previously been shone on by that 

Burial Earth chest, coming close to it, surviving that time. 

After that experience, this chest before him actually couldn’t harm him. 

This was the foreign realm’s trump card. If an ordinary undying king was touched by this chest and 

shone upon, they might suffer danger or even end up dying here. 

It was just like in Burial Earth where burial kings wouldn’t rashly come into contact with Origin Ancient 

Artifact. 

In the foreign realm, this was also the case. This was a taboo object. 

Now, this black figure held this taboo great killing artifact, rushing at Shi Hao murderously. This could be 

considered a type of decisive move! 

If it wasn’t for Shi Hao already experiencing the baptism of Origin Ancient Artifact, becoming nearly 

immune to it, then he would be in danger today, maybe really killed. 

No wonder those undying kings all withdrew. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, that shadow entered Origin Ancient Artifact. This was the only object left outside. 



Shi Hao was stunned. He finally knew where that shadow came from. It came from within Origin Ancient 

Artifact, not a creature of this world? 

It should be made from a certain type of natural law and not a true creature. One could see just how 

terrifying the Origin Ancient Artifact was! 

Shi Hao was moved. The foreign side’s Kun Di and others had already researched Origin Ancient Artifact 

for endless years, sure enough, after researching some methods, they were actually able to summon 

these shadows. 

The other side could use this ancient artifact to suppress and kill enemies, this was extremely 

frightening. 

Shi Hao turned away and left. He didn’t rashly touch this object, always feeling like it was strange, not 

willing to be contaminated by it. 

“Where do you think you’re going?!” The foreign realm’s experts shouted. 

At the same time, they once again chanted incantations and displayed secret methods, activating that 

Origin Ancient Artifact, wishing to kill Shi Hao with it. 

Roar! 

That black shadow appeared again, holding Origin Ancient Artifact with both hands, suppressing 

towards Shi Hao. 

Origin Ancient Artifact released endless radiance. Under its radiance, all creatures had to withdraw, or 

else they might die. 

Shi Hao’s expression was indifferent. He directly rushed towards an undying king, facing that radiance. 

He wasn’t corroded, instead wishing to guide the source of calamity over. 

“You!” 

That undying king was shocked, quickly fleeing. He didn’t fear Shi Hao, but rather feared the current 

activated Origin Ancient Artifact. That radiance was too horrifying. 

Pu! 

In the end, Shi Hao killed him. After several hundred sword slashes, his head was removed. He held it in 

his hands, even the primordial spirit within was suppressed. 

Dong! 

He threw that head towards Origin Ancient Artifact. 

Ah… That undying king screamed miserably. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao withdrew his hand, seizing him back, restricting his primordial spirit and throwing him into the 

pool with Scarlet King, Aocheng and the others. He was going to bring him back to carefully research this 

person’s primordial spirit. 



“Why isn’t he dying?” 

In the foreign realm, some undying kings cried out in shock. 

“He isn’t scared of Origin Ancient Artifact’s radiance? Could it be that this will instead complete him?!” 

“Again!” 

The group of undying kings had ice-cold expressions. They began to chant incantations, stirring on that 

shadow. They supported the Origin Ancient Artifact to suppress and kill Shi Hao. 

Right now, the shadow went crazy, frantically trying to kill Shi Hao, tangling about him. They were 

scared that he would kill even more undying kings. 

This shadow’s magical force was boundless, fighting bloodily like this. Shi Hao found it hard to free 

himself of it, even about to suffer danger. 

Dang! 

In the end, left with no choice, he still made contact with Origin Ancient Artifact. He formed a fist 

imprint, smashing out, hacking at it with the sword core. 

“En?!” He was shocked. It was because at this moment, he discovered that the chest produced some 

cracks, actually about to open! 

What was going on? The other side did everything they could to open up the chest, why was it about to 

be opened by him just like that? 

Shi Hao found this a bit hard to believe. He had that seed on him? 

Was it the Everlasting Sword Core? It shouldn’t be! 

What was that? 

“Kill!” Shi Hao didn’t dare stay behind. He was worried that after that chest split apart, the unknown 

item within might not be natural luck. 

He began to slaughter his way out, vowing to kill undying kings, drag them all underwater. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1968 - Slaughtering His Way Out Alone 

Weng! 

The sky began to rumble. Under the intense shaking, the entire world was like a painting that was being 

ripped apart. It was as if there were hua hua noises transmitted out, as if it was going to explode to 

pieces. 

That chest was too mysterious. After it produced cracks, the rain of light that rushed out became who 

knew how many times stronger! 

Shi Hao resisted the tremendous force, now finding it a bit harder to hold on. What was inside the chest 

was too terrifying, about to corrode him, make him fall into darkness. 
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What poured out was clearly divine splendor, yet the result that was created was instead the thickest 

surging darkness matter. 

This divine darkness matter was even greater than the previous pure darkness substance! 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. He moved quickly, wanting to get close to a group of undying kings, but 

now it seemed like he didn’t have enough time, difficult for him to succeed. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao coughed out a mouthful of blood, his eyes carrying all types of radiance, accompanied by primal 

chaos radiance, this was the essence within the blood. One could see just how great the pressure was. 

Even someone as powerful as him suffered serious injuries! 

Kun Di’s expression was cold. He saw Shi Hao’s actions, seeing that he was quickly approaching. His body 

immediately became indistinct, disappearing from this place. 

At the same time, the other undying kings also disappeared from their respective universe, going into 

hiding, not wishing to face him head-on. 

When they saw that Shi Hao already coughed out some immortal king essence blood, suffering 

extremely serious injuries, that chest finally seemingly displaying great effects, they believed that it 

would slowly destroy him here. 

However, they didn’t know that the chest produced cracks, and it was because of this that the radiance 

that rushed out became many times greater. 

“Where do you think you are going?!” 

Shi Hao shouted. He displayed immortal king great divine abilities, searching the heavens and earth, 

rushing through the various starry skies in search of the undying kings. 

However, creatures at that level, when they truly wanted to go into hiding, how could he instantly find 

them? All of the undying kings could tell that something wasn’t right with his condition, so they wanted 

to slowly exhaust him to death. 

Shi Hao’s body staggered. The radiance behind him became increasingly terrifying, making his entire 

body crack apart. There was something that was going to tear apart his body, invade inside. 

“Get lost!” 

He roared out. He suddenly turned around, a sword core striking out. A rain of light accompanied by 

blood rushed out, the clash intense. 

The sword core erupted with power, smashing together with Origin Ancient Artifact, sparks flying 

between the two. 

Shi Hao’s expression became more and more serious. He couldn’t continue like this. If he fell into 

darkness, became contaminated here, then the consequences would be too horrible to imagine! 



He didn’t want to imagine what it would be like if another ‘him’ was born, if this unfamiliar him began to 

dominate the world, act against those close to him. 

Shi Hao slaughtered his way towards the outside of the foreign realm. Today, he traveled unhindered 

through the foreign realm, slaughtered undying kings and learned about Kun Di’s trump card. It was now 

time for him to go. 

“Huang, where do you think you are going?!” 

When Shi Hao withdrew, Kun Di appeared, displaying the most powerful methods from behind. He 

slaughtered his way over, activating his Immortal Smelting Pot. 

Dong! 

That pot was too large, filling the universe. It appeared abruptly, suppressing Shi Hao’s true body. It 

surged with power, trying to crush him here. 

Shi Hao’s expression was fierce. He raised the sword core, hacking out fiercely. His body shook. That 

black figure wasn’t that far away, holding Origin Ancient Artifact with its hands, smashing it over just like 

that. 

Chi chi chi! 

Streak after streak of undying radiance appeared, these coming from the weapons of kings. They all 

slaughtered their way over. There was a golden spear that stretched millions and millions of li, a violet-

gold hammer that was as massive as the starry sky…. 

Honglonglong! 

The great dao laws were boundless. These kings attacked together, all of them wishing to kill him, cut off 

his path of retreat. 

“You all are courting death!” 

Shi Hao released a cold snort. Who in this world dared to do this, face all kings alone, moreover still act 

this powerfully, berate these kings?! 

He naturally knew that these people were stalling for time, trying to make him stay behind, destroy him 

with the Origin Ancient Artifact! 

Dang! 

Ear-splitting keng qiang noises sounded. There were weapons all around him. Shi Hao faced all of them 

alone, now increasing speed, at the same time facing that shadow, resisting that type of corrosion. 

Honglong! 

In the end, his body shone. These were time fragments. He used the reincarnation profound mysteries 

from his previous supreme being bone, pushing time natural laws to the extreme. 

He was wrapped within radiance, as if impervious to all techniques, just a hurried traveler through the 

great river of time, quickly rushing past. 



“Kill!” 

“Chase!” 

The undying kings roared. There was someone who rushed out while holding a war spear, wishing to 

make Huang stay behind. He felt like the threat this person posed was too great. 

Of course, they were also cautious, the main reason because they were supporting that shadow, making 

it hold Origin Ancient Artifact and rush at the very front. 

Even though they were kings, they still didn’t dare come into contact with Origin Ancient Artifact. This 

object was just too terrifying. 

“Seal the heavenly gate!” 

Someone roared out, not wishing to let Shi Hao get away. 

Up ahead, there was a city that was tall and imposing, guarding a passage, closing off that area right 

there. 

Shi Hao didn’t even give that place a look. Even if there was a giant city towering before him, the 

opening closed, he still didn’t feel fear. He grabbed the primordial spirit of an undying king from within 

his lightning pool. 

“Open!” 

Shi Hao roared out, doing his best to tear at this primordial spirit. Then, his six great secret realms shone 

at the same time, igniting this boundless primordial spirit force, and then he threw it out. 

Hong! 

This type of power was too shocking! 

After tempering himself in Realm Sea during that period of time, Shi Hao’s dao skills advanced, his 

strength also increasing again. When he displayed this type of method, he became even more skilled at 

it than before. 

Dong! 

This time, that undying king’s primordial spirit radiance directly surged, unable to recombine. It turned 

into the most foundational power, smashing into the giant city. 

That primordial spirit radiance gathered all of the essence of an undying king. It erupted, the power 

boundless. 

Kacha! 

The pass that blocked the road split apart just like that, and then it collapsed. Shi Hao rushed past, 

charging into the city, making his way through the passage just like that. 

He slaughtered his way out of the foreign realm! 



In the back, the eyes of this group of undying kings turned red from this scene. They shouted angrily, 

quickly chasing after him. 

Of course, the shadow rushed at the very front, carrying Origin Ancient Artifact, leaving the foreign 

realm. It slaughtered its way over just like that, truly leaving all sides shaken. 

“Hateful!” 

Even Kun Di released a low roar, his expression gloomy, body overflowing with killing intent. 

He had never seen a city blasted apart like this, randomly throwing a king! It was too extravagant, too 

terrifying. An undying king’s destruction was used to open up the path. 

He arrived at the outer realm, able to see the Realm Sea, also able to sense the distant Immortal 

Domain. Shi Hao released a slight breath of relief. After leaving the foreign realm, he was like a dragon 

that returned to the sea. 

After all, there were too many mysteries in that ancient land. The slightest bit of inattentiveness would 

result in being stopped by the other side. 

Time fragments danced about, wrapping around him. He moved quickly, leaving this place, directly 

heading towards Immortal Domain. 

“Open up the path!” 

He saw a city made of natural laws. It was hazy and indistinct, great dao power pervading it, extremely 

terrifying. This was a spatial node that allowed one to enter Immortal Domain. 

“He is… Huang!” 

The immortal general defending this place was alarmed. When he saw Shi Hao, he revealed a shocked 

expression. 

Someone wanted to open the city gate, but he was stopped by an elder. “Do not act rashly. Someone 

has released a decree that once Huang returns to Immortal Domain, a report must immediately be 

made.” 

“However, Immortal King Great One is being pursued, we cannot wait!” A commander spoke up, wishing 

to open up the city gate. He could tell that Shi Hao was in danger. 

There were many undying kings slaughtering their way over from millions and millions of li away. They 

still hadn’t arrived, but their weapons already flew across the air, erupting with blazing radiance, 

invading over. 

Moreover, what was that shadow? It carried a blazing chest that was too ferocious. 

Fortunately, Immortal Domain released great dao rumbling noises. This place was created from natural 

laws, stopping the invasion of the chest’s radiance. Otherwise, everyone would be in danger. 

“Sir has said to not act rashly. Did you all not hear me?” The elder’s expression was serious. 

The group of people all became silent, not saying anything else. 



“Open up the path!” Shi Hao roared out. 

He could tell that something wasn’t right, the creatures in that place remained silent. His face produced 

killing intent. If not for the reservations he felt regarding his grandfather, A’man and everyone in 

Imperial Court being in Immortal Domain, he really wanted to bring out Scarlet King, Aocheng and the 

others’ primordial spirits, send them smashing over to open up the path. 

He coldly swept out a look, turning around to leave, slaughtering his way towards Realm Sea. 

On the city wall, a group of people saw the undying kings’ encirclement and attack, seeing magical 

projections appear one after another. All of them were stunned, inwardly shocked. 

This was precisely Huang! He was facing the kings with his own power again! 

What kind of huge thing did he start now? He provoked the pursuit of several undying kings, all of them 

surrounding and attacking him. 

Even though the passage still wasn’t opened, the group of people were horrified. They all felt extreme 

respect for Shi Hao. Huang could fight a group of kings alone. 

What was a matchless immortal king? This was precisely it! 

Huang could slaughter his way into Realm Sea alone. A group of experts were chasing behind him, even 

bringing their Origin Ancient Artifact with them, not scared of losing it. It truly was mustering large 

forces, leaving everyone shaken. 

The disturbance this created was just too great. After all kings received reports, they were all stunned. 

Was Huang going to defy the heavens? 

He was just one person, yet he challenged all of the kings in the foreign realm, fighting against them, 

traveling through the heavens unhindered. 

A great battle erupted in Realm Sea. All of the creatures withdrew, no one daring to approach this place. 

Forget about the foreign realm’s kings going crazy, there was even an Origin Ancient Artifact that 

released radiance, so who dared rashly get close? 

Together with the fact that Huang already slaughtered his way over until he went crazy, it was even 

more terrifying. 

Just now, there was an expert in Realm Sea who tried to stop him, wishing to help the foreign realm, but 

in the end, he attacked with full force, killing him here. 

Shi Hao slaughtered until his eyes turned red, killing all in his way. He was like a trapped beast, in this 

final moment, all who plotted against him would receive the most ferocious retaliation. 

After slaughtering his way over, Shi Hao slowly calmed down. His six dao secret realms shone at the 

same time, forcing out all of the mysterious substance that invaded into his body. 

This made him shiver inwardly. Was this ‘sacred darkness matter’? It really was terrifying, almost making 

him fall into an abyss of slaughter, leaving even his will shaken. 



If others knew that he could force out the corrosion force of darkness, they would definitely be shocked. 

This stuff was extremely hard to remove, destroying who knew how many experts from past until now. 

Now, the most effective method was precisely defense, to not let it corrode him. Once it entered the 

body, few could force it out completely. 

The foreign realm’s kings chased relentlessly. All of them began to think the same thing, now sure that 

Shi Hao was like their realm’s first ancestor, not dying even after being shone on by the divine radiance, 

able to evolve into a king. 

However, Huang was already a king! 

Did this mean that his primordial spirit could still be reborn again? 

They were hoping for Shi Hao to fall into darkness! 

After Shi Hao gradually expelled the darkness’ corrosion, his mind calmed down, looking into Immortal 

Domain’s direction. 

Hong! 

At this time, there were intense fluctuations that erupted. A group of kings slaughtered their way over, 

over ten immortal kings in total. They carried boundless power, rushing over murderously. 

The ones in the lead were precisely Pan King, Hunyuan Immortal King and others, behind them were 

Number Two Under Heaven, Immortal Gold Daoist and some others. 

Immortal Domain’s kings arrived, slaughtering their way into Realm Sea to receive Shi Hao. 

“Do not come close to that chest, return to Immortal Domain!” 

Shi Hao transmitted sound. He could resist this type of corrosion, but others might not be able to. That 

thing was too terrifying, even undying kings had to stay away. 

When he quickly transmitted sound, this was already enough to explain things. 

“Origin Ancient Artifact!” Pan King and the other sucked in cold breaths of air. 

In the end, Shi Hao brought up the rear, their whole group slaughtering their way back, returning to 

Immortal Domain. Shi Hao was the last one to enter the city. 

“Immortal Domain’s kings!” 

Shutuo roared, carrying biting cold killing intent. He looked at the kings in the city, full of unwillingness. 

He especially wanted to make Shi Hao stay behind, but he knew that this time was a failure. 

Kun Di watched coldly, not saying anything. 

On the city wall, the people were shocked. They recognized Kun Di, it was actually this person who 

appeared, personally leading the attack on Shi Hao. This really was an extremely terrifying matter. 



“Everyone, please withdraw. Do not believe that just because you brought Origin Ancient Artifact with 

you, you can do as you wish. Immortal Domain’s kings have long prepared a World Eradication Great 

Formation.” Pan King said. 

In the end, the foreign realm’s kings all withdrew. 

“Who was it that blocked the way, not allowing Immortal Domain to open their gates?” After Shi Hao 

returned, the first thing he did was start interrogating people. His expression was cold, wishing to get to 

the bottom of this. 

“That old senior who Taishi and Yuanchu invited back returned two years ago.” Pan King told him. 

“Is he tired of living?!” This was the first thing Shi Hao said. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1969: Darkness Willow Tree 

By now, he already slaughtered out a glorious reputation. Even though he was an immortal king who 

rose up later, he still wasn’t inferior to anyone else, to the extent where he could be said to dominate 

the world, having swept through all enemies in his path. 

Now, there was actually someone who plotted against him, wanted him dead, wanted him to be killed 

by the foreign side’s experts in Realm Sea? 

This truly made him shocked and resentful. He was slaughtering his way outside, yet Immortal Domain 

actually had people doing this type of thing, helping enemies defeat him. 

“Right, I was never someone from Immortal Domain, just a guest. This world isn’t mine, what our own 

people are there to speak of?!” 

Shi Hao said like this, his voice turning cold, eyes carrying endless killing intent. His expression 

immediately became deep. 

Some kings immediately became alarmed. Looking at Huang’s appearance, they all revealed looks of 

worry. He even spoke these types of words, so did this mean that he was going to rebel against 

Immortal Domain? 

This was definitely a terrifying matter! 

What kind of cultivation did Huang have? If he abandoned Immortal Domain, then the loss would be too 

great! Moreover, if he stirred on some great disturbances, Immortal Domain would suffer even greater 

damage. 

“Dao friend, please quell your anger!” Someone braced themself and said this, advising Shi Hao. 

Even Pan King and Hunyuan King walked up, discussing with him in private, telling him that he could not 

act out in anger, that Immortal Domain would give him an explanation. 

“Dao friend, when we received news, we immediately slaughtered our way out of Immortal Domain to 

receive you. Please do not feel any grudges inside.” Someone said. 
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“I am only asking one thing. Where is that old thing?” Shi Hao expressed his thanks towards these kings, 

but that old thing still made him feel powerful killing intent. 

“Dao friend, please quell your anger!” Many kings stood up, asking him to not act rashly. 

These people did come to save him after all, so Shi Hao couldn’t act without giving them any face. 

“I will wait for him to come meet me!” 

After Shi Hao said this, he left, bringing Imperial Court’s people with him. 

“Dao brother!” The people behind him shouted. 

“Many thanks for dao friends’ assistance, I am going to treat my injuries. In the future, I will properly 

express my thanks to everyone.” Shi Hao cupped his fist. 

Everyone felt ashamed. They said they were going out to guide him back from Realm Sea, but they 

didn’t help much. Huang was too domineering, slaughtering his way through Realm Sea alone. All they 

did was open up the path back into Immortal Domain. 

After returning, Shi Hao carefully looked into the situation. 

Number Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist were furious. Shi Hao was actually 

locked outside the city, unable to enter despite being chased from behind. 

At the same time, they spoke of another matter that left Shi Hao furious. 

That so-called old senior, after returning, directly sent punitive forces, threatening Imperial Court, their 

manner incredibly domineering. 

If it wasn’t for Number Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist being here, Imperial 

Court would have truly been in danger. 

At the same time, Pan King immediately hurried, and A’man’s master was also alarmed, taking action to 

protect this place. 

“Is that so-called old senior that terrifying?” Shi Hao was moved. 

“He is a giant, someone who used to have a glorious reputation in Immortal Domain, respected by all 

sides. He is extremely powerful!” Number Two Under Heaven seriously warned. 

Otherwise, normal immortal kings wouldn’t be able to immediately influence the wills of those immortal 

generals guarding the passages. The main reason was because his past reputation was too great. 

“You’re injured?” The immortal king daoist asked. 

Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder were both worried. Shi Hao’s strength in Realm Sea could be seen by 

everyone. However, whenever a glorious immortal king was wounded, this would also be an extremely 

serious matter. 

Shi Hao nodded and said, “Origin Ancient Artifact is quite formidable, I need to remain in seclusion for a 

period of time to nurse my injuries.” 



Imperial Court was extremely quiet, not displaying any activity. 

In the outside world, everyone suspected that Huang might have truly suffered unimaginable serious 

injuries. 

Otherwise, with his nature, why would he remain this quiet? 

Within a stone cave, Shi Hao was recuperating, his injuries weren’t fake, but his condition was definitely 

not as serious as the outside world thought. The main reason for this was to digest everything he 

experienced. 

Origin Ancient Artifact left him with too deep of an impression. It could seriously threaten him! 

In Shi Hao’s opinion, this was one of the greatest killing artifacts, just too dangerous. 

Once that chest was completely opened, then what would happen? He began to think to himself. 

He didn’t know if the foreign realm discovered that this ancient artifact cracked yet. 

When he left, staying far away from that place, no longer coming into contact with it, the crack on that 

chest even gradually disappeared. 

Shi Hao’s wounds had long recovered. He began to examine the things on him. Just which one exactly 

was it that could activate that Origin Ancient Artifact? 

He indeed had some special things on him, all of them unique, for example, the Everlasting Sword Core, 

the dark and swarthy rock he brought back from that Seven-Colored Immortal Gold Man’s cave, the 

pure white bone piece that recorded the True Primordial Record… 

Apart from this, there was that flame that accompanied the Three World Coffin, right now within his 

body. 

At the immortal king level, he could already tell where this flame’s terrifying nature lied. 

It was engraving the world’s various dao! 

Just which one was it exactly? 

There was also that rotten wooden chest! 

In the past, there was no way of storing that rotten wooden chest into a spatial magical artifact. 

However, after Shi Hao became an immortal king, this problem was gradually solved. 

Of course, this was also something he could only do after he became an immortal king giant. 

When he first entered the immortal king level, he still couldn’t bring the rotten wooden chest on him, he 

could only hold it. 

Shi Hao researched for half a day, but still couldn’t figure out just which object it was that could open 

Origin Ancient Artifact. 

“A seed turned key.” He said quietly. 



Suddenly, Shi Hao’s body trembled, his eyes shining brilliantly. He thought of another possibility. He was 

always searching for external objects, overlooking himself. 

“I used the body as a seed, this…” 

When he thought of this possibility, how could he not be shocked? He quickly shook his head. That seed 

had already existed endless great eras ago. 

He used the body as a seed, only succeeding in this era, so this shouldn’t be it. 

Regardless, he knew that he might be able to open that chest, expose Origin Ancient Artifact’s ultimate 

secrets. 

Shi Hao carefully stored away these things, properly putting them away. Sooner or later, they would 

display their use. 

Then, Shi Hao seized the undying king he had recently killed out of the pool, carefully examining him. 

It was because he previously threw this individual’s primordial spirit towards Origin Ancient Artifact, 

making him immediately release a miserable cry, undergo an abnormal transformation. 

“After continuous exhaustion, the primordial spirit will be destroyed?” Shi Hao revealed a look of 

surprise. That Origin Ancient Artifact was terrifying as expected, its killing power astonishing. 

Several years later, Shi Hao came out of seclusion. After paying everyone a visit, he invited the Heavenly 

Horned Ant into a secret room, revealing He Wushuang’s primordial spirit. 

“Ah…” The Heavenly Horned Ant’s eyes immediately went red, large droplets of blood tears tumbling 

out. He recalled his older brothers and sisters. He could never see those loved ones again. 

This was something he could never let go. When he saw his enemy here, he wanted to go crazy. 

“I want to personally kill him, I am going to personally kill him!” The Heavenly Horned Ant roared out. 

Many people heard the Heavenly Horned Ant’s berserk demon-like voice. He wanted to go crazy, his 

human form body’s hair scattering everywhere, and then he turned into his original form. 

After this day, the Heavenly Horned Ant disappeared. 

Only the higher level figures knew that he went crazy, entering a crazy cultivation state. Eventually, he 

entered the great vicious land belonging to the Heavenly Horned Ant Clan. 

That was their ancestral land, they originated from Immortal Domain. However, after this clan was 

eradicated, that place sunk, containing endless killing intent. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant received stimulation. He Wushuang was at Immortal King Realm. If not for Shi 

Hao, he wouldn’t have been able to kill this enemy at all. 

He wanted to rise up, wanted to go into seclusion. He entered his clan’s ancestral land without any 

regard for the dangers, sharpening himself there. 

He asked Shi Hao to seal He Wushuang’s primordial spirit so that he could settle things later. 



Shi Hao nodded. This was best. Perhaps by stirring up the Heavenly Horned Ant’s endless fighting spirit, 

he could truly use this to break through and become a king. Shi Hao was looking forward to that day. 

“That old fella didn’t come?” Shi Hao asked Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder. 

“No. However, there was an immortal king who has quite the good relationship with him who came to 

check on your condition.” Number Two Under Heaven said. 

“This old thing!” Shi Hao’s eyes became filled with even greater killing intent. The other party really 

wanted to take action against him? As an immortal king, once one got angry, there might be many 

irregular scenes that appeared. 

That day, in this region, winds and clouds stirred. Scarlet red blood clouds covered the skies. 

Shi Hao attacked, the noise like thunder, incredibly berserk, shocking everyone. 

He took action, taking the initiative to slaughter his way over. There were immortal kings that tried to 

advise against it along the way, but they were all forced back by his killing intent. 

This was without a doubt going to be a great battle at the peak. 

It had to be said that this old senior possessed astonishing power, his magical force boundless, truly a 

giant. When he fought against Shi Hao, the battle reached over a thousand exchanges. 

“Younger generation, are you trying to rebel against Immortal Domain?” Lu Gu berated angrily. 

He now felt regret. This youngster’s power exceeded his imagination, even more powerful than the 

legends. 

This was incomprehensible for him. This was merely someone who rose up later, so how could he be this 

strong, making even a giant like him feel strained, unable to hold on? 

Lu Gu’s age was shockingly great, cultivated for an endless amount of time. What kind of genius hadn’t 

he seen before? However, this was the first time he encountered someone like Huang. 

“Even someone like you can represent Immortal Domain? Presuming you could, even if I defy Immortal 

Domain, so what?!” Shi Hao shouted. 

Only he alone dared to speak these words. No other immortal king dared. 

Pu! 

The great battle ended. Shi Hao bare-handedly tore apart this old senior, throwing his primordial spirit 

into his law pool. 

It wasn’t that he couldn’t kill this person, but rather that he discovered that leaving behind those 

primordial spirits had great effects. For example, they could blast aside the foreign realm, Immortal 

Domain’s city gates and other things. 

If others knew what he was saving these primordial spirits for, they would definitely be stupefied, 

unable to say any words. This was truly an extravagant waste! 



If others could trap an immortal king’s primordial spirit, they would definitely try to research their dao 

fruit and seize it for themselves. 

However, Shi Hao used the body as a seed, not using anything external. Otherwise, he wouldn’t become 

as powerful as he was today. He walked his own path, right now, he didn’t need these things. 

He was thinking to himself, wondering if he could use these immortal king primordial spirits to 

strengthen some of Imperial Court’s divine generals. 

Lu Gu was cut down, this event triggering tremendous waves. 

Immortal Domain’s great earth was shaken, all clans unable to restrain their shock. This was simply 

heaven shattering. A giant was slaughtered by Huang just like that, his reputation shocking all clans. 

There were others who came to plea for Shi Hao to release Lu Gu’s primordial spirit, saying that this was 

a powerful being of Immortal Domain, that he was needed in guarding this land in the future. 

Shi Hao firmly refused. He could leave behind Lu Gu, but he would thus leave Immortal Domain. 

After this battle, Shi Hao established his own powerful position. Previously, when he killed Aocheng, 

Taishi and the others, his divine might was already glorious, no one daring to anger him. 

However, he was still too young. Some old monsters who returned from Realm Sea didn’t respect him 

too much, trying to suppress him with their age. 

After experiencing this battle, his status among the immortal king giants rose again, no one daring to go 

against him. All clans immediately felt reverence! 

Together with the fact that he slaughtered his way into the foreign realm more than once, even 

defeating Kun Di, this naturally pushed his reputation to the peak! 

The years passed quickly. Two hundred thousand years went by just like that. 

During these two hundred thousand years, disorder erupted in Realm Sea many times. There were 

powerful creatures who ascended to the shore, slaughtering their way towards Immortal Domain, 

charging into the foreign realm, the situations dangerous. 

During this period, Shi Hao personally participated in many great battles. During the most serious time, 

he personally killed a giant from Realm Sea. 

Six hundred thousand years passed. The situation was serious, one time, he even killed six immortal 

kings in a single battle, many universes were beaten into ruin. 

Each darkness great chaos was more terrifying than the last. 

The only fortunate thing was that Huang rose up, his cultivation becoming increasingly powerful. There 

was a time when he went completely berserk, his entire body covered in blood, slaughtering two giants 

from Realm Sea. Afterwards, he even charged into Realm Sea, unleashing another great slaughter. 

This was an age with a rain of blood flying everywhere, as well as the start of an Immortal King 

Tribulation Age. 



The world’s experts continuously fell! 

Shi Hao keenly discovered that there were experts who were absorbing the imprints of deceased 

immortal kings, acquiring their dao fruit. 

For the sake of becoming an emperor, more and more tragedies happened in this world. 

Seven hundred thousand years passed. Finally, there was a peaceful period, the battles becoming a bit 

fewer. However, everyone knew that this was the calm before the storm. 

Shi Hao used these hundred thousand years to cultivate in seclusion and polish himself. He really 

wanted to break through the king level and become an emperor! 

During this calm period, Shi Hao was deriving, wishing to know where Willow Deity was right now. He 

sent out people to search the traces Willow Deity left behind. 

In the end, Shi Hao moved. Even someone as powerful as him also had to pay the price in order to 

deduce some traces of Willow Deity. 

“Huang went into the Realm Sea!” 

Shi Hao’s every move stirred the hearts of many. He was too strong. Even if he didn’t make any actions, 

the immortal kings still had to be on guard against him, had to pay attention. 

As for the foreign realm, after receiving reports, they also paid close attention. 

However, this time, no one went into Realm Sea to stop him. It was because in these past hundreds of 

thousands of years, he already slaughtered out a world shaking reputation, there were not that many 

people willing to provoke him. 

Along the way, he killed some enemies. Quite a few creatures who wanted to attack Immortal Domain 

were stopped and killed by him. 

Shi Hao left for twenty thousand years just like that, and then he finally got onto an island. 

“A transport formation! This really is unexpected!” 

In Realm Sea, one couldn’t arrange any formations. This type of natural luck could only exist on special 

islands. Normally, they would all be erased. 

This was a formation that could save an immortal king a few hundred thousand years. Otherwise, flying 

like that would take who knew how many years before they reached the very depths of Realm Sea. 

Weng! 

Formation radiance swirled. Shi Hao continued on. 

When he appeared again, it was still on an island in the depths of Realm Sea. This place flowed with 

brilliance, carrying all types of divine and also sinister auras, it was quite strange. 

Shi Hao was shocked. 

The island was extremely large and also extremely vast. 



Outside the island,waves surged forth, everything hazy, no end in sight. 

There was a willow tree on the island, massive beyond compare. It towered into the clouds, sending 

down endless strands of branches, carrying the power of dao laws and order. 

“Willow Deity!” 

Shi Hao roared out. He rushed out, but he then stopped again when he got close. 

It was because the entire willow tree was pitch-black like ink, releasing dark light. The leaves, branches 

and others all seemed to be carved from black jade. Dark light swirled, the aura terrifying. 

This was a darkness willow tree! 

Willow Deity fell into darkness? 

Shi Hao’s heart directly sunk! 

This willow tree remained extremely quiet, as if it had been sealed, but also as if it was sleeping. It 

actually didn’t revive. 

Shi Hao’s mind sunk. He had too many things to say, yet no words came out. He quietly got closer. 

Suddenly, his expression went rigid. He saw a stele, on it clear bone texts that recorded some things. 

This was actually left behind by Willow Deity! 

“Abandoned the body, stepped into darkness, traversing between life and death…” 

Shi Hao was shaken. He read everything carefully, scared to miss out on a single word. He stared at 

these inscriptions, understanding some shocking truths. 

Willow Deity abandoned his body, wishing to use his primordial spirit to enter the darkness and arrive at 

the limits of that land. It slaughtered its way over just like that. 

At the same time, there were some other recordings. 

Willow Deity underwent more than a single instance of rebirth, previously leaving behind some remains, 

magical bodies in various lands, just like this black tree body in front of him. 

Before leaving, Willow Deity activated all of the accumulation of several lives, all of the rebirth force was 

activated, concentrated into one body, its strength breaking through into a terrifying domain. 

It remembered the past, understood the various things that happened before its rebirth. 

In the end, it carefully derived, discovering that in order to cross Realm Sea and reach the other shore, 

the amount of time it needed was too great. 

In the end, it chose an unimaginable path others didn’t dare take, taking the initiative to be corroded by 

darkness, abandoning his body, allowing it to produce a new primordial spirit. 

Meanwhile, its true primordial spirit thus entered the Darkness Prison, choosing to break through from 

there, slaughter its way towards the ultimate destination! 



Perfect World 

Chapter 1970: Imperial Court Flourishes 

 “Willow Deity!” 

Shi Hao stood in front of this large black tree, finding it hard to calm himself down. Willow Deity actually 

headed towards the ultimate destination like this. 

What was Willow Deity doing? Was it fighting or was it trapped in the Land of Darkness? Shi Hao’s mind 

was rising and falling with great waves, really wishing to immediately slaughter his way over. 

Willow Deity was peerless, bold and majestic! 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but sigh. Regardless of whether it was in the past or now, Willow Deity was still 

completely different from the others! 

He abandoned his flesh shell, his primordial spirit entered the darkness, slaughtering his way over just 

like that. Willow Deity still had this type of exceptional style, this type of heroicness. Who could 

compare to it? 

Honglong! 

In Realm Sea, waves rose and fell, seas roared. There was one time when a darkness storm swept over, 

this time exceptionally terrifying, reaching this island. 

These were natural laws and order. Great dao symbols surged violently in the sea, sweeping through the 

island. 

Shi Hao sat there, quiet and unmoving. He was now powerful to the point where he could face the 

darkness storm head-on, allowing the waves to batter against him and the powerful winds to strike his 

body. 

He didn’t move. If it was a normal immortal king, they would have been blasted to pieces. 

The darkness storm carried endless great dao runes, sweeping towards the willow tree. A great rain 

poured down, lightning flashed and thunder roared. It was simply as if the world was going to be 

destroyed. 

Shi Hao quietly stood there, not moving, his expression grave as he stared ahead. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the willow tree revived. After being attacked, its entire body erupted with dark radiance, 

surrounded by starry clouds, wrapped around by endless divine chains of order. 

The heaven reaching tree body swayed. Tens of thousands of black branches became perfectly straight, 

hacking towards that storm like divine law spears. 

It revived, having a spirit after all. It developed a new primordial spirit, moreover an extremely powerful 

one. The darkness storm was broken, while the tree itself didn’t suffer much damage. 

These methods far exceeded normal immortal kings! 
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Shi Hao wasn’t surprised. Willow Deity was an immortal king to begin with. At this level, once one fell 

into darkness, the true primordial spirit leaving the body, how could the newly produced primordial 

spirit be weak? 

One had to understand that this was an ultra evolved being who was nurtured from an immortal king 

body! During the past million years, its dao skills definitely long made huge progress, its 

accomplishments astonishing. 

In reality, among the creatures who fell into darkness within Realm Sea, all those who were immortal 

kings, once they revived from death, their cultivation levels would never be inferior to when they were 

alive. 

Then, with a hong sound, the endless black branches stabbed towards Shi Hao. Dark light flourished, 

natural laws rippled, the aura powerful to the extreme! 

Shi Hao’s right hand extended forward. The instant his hand moved out, golden divine chains of order 

were densely packed like golden willow branches. They pierced through the void, rushing out. 

This was precisely the true Willow Deity Method, too similar to the precious technique the other party 

displayed! 

Hong! 

The two clashed intensely. Shi Hao remained unmoved. This Darkness Willow Deity’s divine laws shook, 

clearly shocked. The other party used a great method similar to its own to break down its attacks. 

“Who are you?” The Darkness Willow Deity released divine will fluctuations. Black divine chains of order 

filled the heavens. All of the willow branches were dancing about, the aura horrifying. 

This was a peerless expert, comparable to a giant. It had enough domineering strength, worthy of being 

Willow Deity’s darkness body. 

“Your previous life’s close relative and disciple.” Shi Hao said. In his heart, Willow Deity was his loved 

one, his master. It had previously given him too much. 

“Stone Village, Shi Hao?” The Darkness Willow Deity carried a voice of doubt, asking this. 

Shi Hao’s eyes erupted with divine radiance, becoming shocked. This Darkness Willow Deity knew these 

things? Did it remember its past life? 

“Yes, I am Shi Hao! I used to live together with Willow Deity in Stone Village.” Shi Hao began to fondly 

recall the past. The times of the past would never return. Back then, he was still just a child, while 

Willow Deity was entirely scorched black, only having a single tender sparkling willow branch. It revived 

from death, starting everything over from the beginning. 

Compared to the endless years that had gone by, that was merely a few decades of experience, nothing 

more than a short instant in Shi Hao’s life. However, an inextinguishable impression was left in Shi Hao’s 

heart, affecting his entire life! 



“It’s you!” Willow Deity brandished its black branches of order, gently lowering them down naturally. It 

remained silent for a long time, and only then did it say, “Originally, there was another stele here, sealed 

within it were primordial spirit imprints. They gave a simple description of some old events of the past.” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he immediately understood. This darkness willow tree knew about some 

events of the past! 

It was because Willow Deity took the initiative to fall into darkness, this wasn’t an unexpected calamity, 

so it made enough preparations. It left behind some information for the newly produced primordial 

spirit. 

In the end, this Willow Deity followed Shi Hao out! 

Even though it wasn’t the past Willow Deity, its primordial spirit different, Shi Hao still felt a special type 

of emotion towards it, viewing it as a loved one. 

It was precisely like the current Huo Ling’er, her innate nature not bad, quite similar to her nature in her 

previous life. This was also the case for the Darkness Willow Deity. Moreover, it still had a portion of its 

previous life imprints. 

It was the same body, but a different primordial spirit. It really could be called reborn from a previous 

life! 

However, this was still not the past Willow Deity in the end. Shi Hao couldn’t completely treat it like the 

true Willow Deity. If it was that past person, he would have immediately been unable to hold back his 

tears, perhaps not even caring about his status as an immortal king and directly weep. His true emotions 

would definitely flow. 

Now, he was an immortal king, while the other party was also an immortal king. The relationship 

between them was close, but also complicated, their affection carrying a bit of alienation. 

They returned the way they came from, borrowing the formation’s power. Shi Hao brought an 

exceptional expert back, but this was indeed quite time consuming. It was because part of the journey 

couldn’t be made through a formation, so it was just like before, needing to fly for twenty thousand 

years. 

If the creatures of the outside world who didn’t know about Realm Sea heard about this, they would 

definitely be shocked. Even immortal kings had to fly this long, just what kind of strange world was this?! 

This trip exhausted forty thousand years in total. When Shi Hao returned to Immortal Domain again, 

there was a huge commotion produced. 

He disappeared into Realm Sea for forty thousand years, this raised quite the disturbance. There were 

some who thought that he slaughtered his way into the very depths of Realm Sea, that he wouldn’t 

return. 

There were some pessimistic people who believed that Huang was too arrogant, that he might die in the 

depths of Realm Sea. 

Imperial Court was shocked, all of them pleasantly surprised. 



The immortal kings of all directions came to pay a visit. 

However, when they saw the Darkness Willow Deity, many people were shocked, feeling incomparable 

apprehension. They sensed its powerful aura. This was a giant! 

At the same time, there were those who recognized it. It looked too similar to the past Ancestral 

Guardian Spirit! 

“Dao friend, could this be?” Someone asked in doubt. 

“Correct, it is precisely Ancestral Guardian Spirit!” Shi Hao nodded in reply. 

There were some who were shocked. They opened their mouths, but after a bit of hesitation, they 

warned Shi Hao that this type of creature who fell into darkness, if they were conspiring with evil, then it 

would be extremely terrifying. 

At the same time, there might be darkness matter that would pour out from this type of creature’s 

body. For the foreign realm, this was filth, it would corrode other creatures. 

“It is like Huo Ling’er, fallen to darkness, but used up all of this substance, turning into an ultra evolved 

being. Just like the foreign realm’s Shutuo, when you fight with him, do you still feel any darkness 

matter?” Shi Hao said. 

Even though the kings felt apprehension towards it, in the end, they still probed Willow Deity, moreover 

unable to sense the power of darkness corrosion. 

Regardless, with a giant like Shi Hao here, no one else was willing to tear apart relations. 

The reason why they could trust Shi Hao was because of the reputation Shi Hao slaughtered out in these 

seven hundred thousand years, the illustrious achievements he established. He alone raised chaos in 

Realm Sea, killed giants, cut down experts from all sides. 

If there was something wrong with him, then he wouldn’t have fought for Immortal Domain like this. 

Several thousand years later, another instance of darkness storms erupted. A large group of lost 

individuals returned from Realm Sea, slaughtering their way towards Immortal Domain under the lead of 

some terrifying kings. 

The Darkness Willow Deity faced the enemy, rushing at the very front along with Shi Hao. It personally 

killed a giant, establishing great contributions! 

This battle continued for many years, the battles continuous. Only when all invaders were killed was 

there peace. 

After experiencing attacks again and again, Immortal Domain was even a bit tattered. The so-called 

boundary regions’ ancient pass had long collapsed. 

Now, entering Immortal Domain, foreign realm and other places was extremely easy. 

This was true for the lower realm as well. Regardless of whether the world’s great dao was complete or 

ruined, it was hard to stop the advance of immortal kings. 



The Nine Heavens Ten Earths was naturally the most lamentable. 

Back then, when Shi Hao struggled free from his ten reincarnation imprints, he already discovered that 

this world was already practically destroyed, the creatures of various clans already seeking residence 

upon some stars. 

It was because some immortal kings returned through their passages located in the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths, for example, Immortal Tomb. 

Some of these experts protected this world, some invaded this realm. 

It had already been more than seven hundred thousand years since Shi Hao entered Immortal Domain. 

After an endless amount of time passed, this world’s passages were gradually linked up together. 

In the past, these realms were all on guard against each other, defending these passages. They didn’t 

wish for the creatures of Realm Sea to notice them either, not wishing to be attacked. 

However now, there was already no need, because Realm Sea’s creatures had long targeted the various 

realms, gradually engraving the coordinates of various lands on their path of return. 

“There are some paths that are still difficult to take, but most of them can be easily crossed. This means 

that the heavens are going to become chaotic!” 

Shi Hao said with a sigh. 

This was something extremely clear. Coming and going through various realms became easier and 

easier, the battle between them and battles with Realm Sea also became easier and easier! 

In the following tens of thousands of years, Shi Hao began to gather strength. He was thinking about 

how to break through the king level and become an emperor! 

Imperial Court was now powerful enough. With Shi Hao overseeing it, moreover Darkness Willow Deity 

guided back, with these two powerful experts, who dared face them? Moreover, they also had Number 

Two Under Heaven and the Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist, making their side already extremely strong. 

Of course, if they included Shi Hao’s mount, that Golden Fur Hou, then all of Imperial Court’s top level 

experts added together truly represented horrifying strength. 

Hong! 

That day, there was a violent upheaval from the Heavenly Horned Ant’s ancestral land. It was 

incomparably terrifying. A golden ant that was massive beyond compare, a single horn on its head 

erupted with endless radiance. It rose up from the great vicious land, its brilliance extending in all 

directions. 

Extreme strength! 

Many immortal kings were alarmed. This wave of power was too potent, shocking all of Immortal 

Domain! 



The Heavenly Horned Ant also came out from seclusion. It succeeded, rising up to the level of the 

Vicious Ten. Its flesh was unmatched, its primordial spirit only a bit less powerful than an immortal 

king’s. 

However, the reason why the Vicious Ten were called Vicious Ten was because they were strong enough 

to face immortal kings. They all had their own trump cards, their own abilities. 

They were special existences. Once they attained this level, they were unstoppable, even immortal kings 

feeling apprehension. 

For example, the Heavenly Horned Ant, the one known to have the greatest physical strength in the 

world, they could directly smash apart their enemies. The most important part was the Heavenly 

Horned Ant’s special natural gift, berserk transformation. Once they were angered, they would enter a 

mad state, their strength erupting, even their primordial spirit force rising by a great amount. 

In the past, when Shi Hao first met the Heavenly Horned Ant bloodline, he already experienced this, 

understanding this type of state. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant succeeded, his strength erupting, now not weaker than his father! 

With his current strength, it was enough to replace the old Heavenly Horned Ant of the past. 

“Very good, we now have another immortal king level expert! When we enter the foreign realm again, 

there is no need to quickly withdraw. We will bring all the kings and sweep through them!” Shi Hao said 

coldly. 

Himself, Darkness Willow Deity, Number Two Under Heaven, Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist, Golden Fur 

Hou, together with the current Heavenly Horned Ant, once they set out, this would definitely be a 

terrifying wave of power. 

“I want to break through as well!” The Crimson Dragon cried out. 

Mu Qing, Lightning Spirit and the Emperor Butterfly all remained silent. They were all bitterly cultivating, 

also wishing to reach a higher level, but they sighed. It was too hard. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant returned, asking Shi Hao to let He Wushuang out, wishing to fight against him. 

Shi Hao nodded. He knew that this was something the Heavenly Horned Ant never forgot about, 

something that almost made him go crazy. If he couldn’t defeat this undying king head-on, then the 

Heavenly Horned Ant could never let it go his entire life. 

He released He Wushuang’s primordial spirit, asking the Darkness Willow Deity to follow them to 

prevent anything unexpected from happening. 

“Little Hao, your younger brother, is there still no sign of him even now?” Grandpa Fifteen Shi Zhongtian 

asked Shi Hao in a private room, his face carrying worry. 

This elder was extremely worried, wishing to know how Qin Hao was doing. 

Even though Qin Hao wasn’t close to him when he was young, they were still grandfather and grandson, 

blood thicker than water. How could he not care about him? 



“I am looking for him as well, I also tried to deduce where he is, but I was blocked by mist. This most 

likely involves an immortal king level existence, someone blocking my perception. Otherwise, regardless 

of whether he is alive or dead, I would be able to find him.” Shi Hao frowned. 

He inwardly suspected that it might be related to that long life disaster! 

“How is my great-grandson, also Ziling, Yun Xi, all of them… are they all well?” Grandpa Fifteen’s voice 

was shaking. He began to long for his great-grandson, son and others. 

“They are all well!” Shi Hao gave his grandfather a look and said, “Grandfather, I sealed all of them and 

placed them in a place immortal kings cannot deduce, nor wish to come into contact with. There is no 

need to fear other kings sensing them.” 

Those people were sealed up, so Shi Hao didn’t plan to let them emerge again. It was because this world 

was too chaotic, the darkness great showdown too terrifying. Moreover, it was only going to get more 

frightening. 

Those people’s lifespans were all close to reaching their limit. Even though they could continue living in 

Immortal Domain where there was undying substance, once disaster descended, there might be a 

catastrophe that would happen to them. 

He even thought that it might be better to seal up some people from Imperial Court in order to escape 

the impending history’s greatest calamity. 

“I really miss them, that great-grandson of mine…” The elder sobbed, truly longing for them. 

“That little fella might come out soon. I’ve already awakened him previously. He has always been 

training in that place. If he can become an immortal king, he will come and help me!” Shi Hao said. 

“What? My great-grandson… good, very good!” Grandpa Fifteen Shi Zhongtian was pleasantly surprised. 


